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HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROCESSES
IN THE SYSTEM SUPPORTING MANAGEMENT IN THE AREA
OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY ENTERPRISES
KATARZYNA DOHN, ADAM GUMIŃSKI
Faculty of Organisation and Management, Silesian University of Technology

The article presents the analysis of functionalities implementing in human resource management processes in the system supporting management in the area of
knowledge management in mechanical engineering industry enterprises. The authors
pointed out the importance of the analyzed functionalities supporting knowledge
processes in the area of human resources management to improve management efficiency in mechanical engineering industry enterprises. Additionally, the authors present the algorithmization of selected methods supporting human resource management processes used in the system supporting management in the area of knowledge
management in mechanical engineering industry enterprises.
Keywords: human resources management, mechanical engineering enterprise, information
system supporting knowledge management

1. Introduction
Enterprises are forced to increasingly intensive use of IT tools supporting
business processes. The main objective of IT tools implementation is to improve
the economic efficiency of current activity and to improve the level of competitiveness in the domestic and foreign markets [4, 9, 10, 11]. This fact seems to be
indisputable, but in practice, expected economic effects are not too often. Unfortunately, it derives from the simple fact that not all decisions relating to the modern

IT solutions implementation can be regarded as reasonable. Unprepared technical
infrastructure or unresponsive level of personnel’s competence can be key factors,
which lead directly to the opposite effect [2, 3]. Improperly implemented IT solution can be the barrier for further development of an enterprise because of the involvement of deficient human resources and capital. It is also connected with the
misuse of information, which, if it is incomplete, outdated or inaccurate can lead to
bad (and sometimes disastrous) consequences of managerial decisions. Human
resources management is one of the key areas in an enterprise. People with their
skills and knowledge are the most valuable asset of many companies [3, 12]. And
this is why it is particularly important to manage them effectively, often with the
support of IT tools [6, 7].
In the article the proposal of implementation selected functionalities of the information system supporting knowledge management in the area of human resources management, dedicated to mechanical engineering industry enterprises,
was given. The presented proposal is the fragment of the larger concept of IT system, which is working out as a R&D project "The computer system supporting
management in the range of knowledge management in mechanical engineering
industry enterprises". This project is being carried out in the Institute of Management and Administration of Silesian University of Technology. System Supporting
Knowledge Management (the acronym SSKM) is being programmed.
2. The role of functionalities supporting human resources management in the
conception of the system supporting knowledge management in mechanical
engineering industry enterprises
In the year 2011 the questionnaire investigations were undertaken in selected
mechanical engineering industry enterprises to analyse the level of IT support in
key areas of analysed enterprises activity. These investigations indicated a limited
use of IT tools in the area of human resources [2, 6]. In the analyzed mechanical
engineering industry enterprises human resources and payroll can be identified as
the functional area of human resource management, which is supported by IT solutions [7]. Unfortunately, this support is inadequate and should be revised, mainly
according to the criterion of the improvement of the contract’s preparation and
execution processes. The activities of the analyzed mechanical engineering industry enterprises relies heavily on contracts in response to specific customer’s requirements, as the unitary production for the order, mainly big machines. Therefore, the most important context of the system SSKM, which is being developed,
should concentrate on the strengthening business processes related to preparation,
implementation and monitoring of contracts [5].
On the basis of the undertaken analyses the functionalities were given to play
the important role in supporting human resources management processes, mainly to
4

strengthen the effectiveness of the contracts’ implementation. Mechanical engineering industry enterprises, due to the specific circumstances of their activity [2,
8] need to ensure the coordination of all preparation and execution processes of
contracts. The system, worked out within the R&D project, named System Supporting Knowledge Management comprises 5 main units:
„SUPPLY”,
„PRODUCTION”,
„DISTRIBUTION”,
„SUPPORTING PROCESSES”,
„SYSTEM CONFIGURATION”.
Functionalities supporting human resources management processes will be included in the unit „SUPPORTING PROCESSES” and its structure is presented in Figure 1, which includes the following options:
„CONTRACTS’ DATABASES”,
„RISK MANAGEMENT OF CONTRACTS PORTFOLIO”,
„ANALYSIS TOOLS SUPPORTING KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT”,
„HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT”.
SUPPORTING PROCESSES

RISK MANAGEMENT
OF CONTRACTS
PORTFOLIO

CONTRACTS’
DATABASES

ANALYSIS TOOLS
SUPPORTING
KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT

HUMAN
RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT

COLLECTING
CONTRACTS’
INFORMATION

IDENTIFICATION OF
RISK FACTORS

ELECTRIC
PROCEDURE
GENERATORS

WORKERS’
DATABASES

ANALYSIS OF
REALISED
CONTRACTS

RISK ANALYSIS

DECISION TREES OF
BUSINESS
PROCESSES

EXTERNAL EXPERTS
DATABASES

REACTION TO RISK

WORKERS’
COMPETENCE
MATRIX

HUMAN RESOURCES
ALLOCATION TO
CONTRACT
REALIZATION

Figure 1. The structure of the unit “SUPPORTING PROCESSES” of System Supporting
Knowledge Management SSKM
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3. The description of functionalities supporting human resources management
processes in the system supporting knowledge management in mechanical
engineering industry enterprises
The proposed solutions in the SSKM system, which are the support of human
resources management processes, are aimed mainly to improve the efficiency of
the preparation and execution of contracts for individual orders of recipient of mechanical engineering industry enterprises [1]. The "Human Resources Management" in the SSKM system includes 4 main options:
workers’ databases,
external experts databases,
workers’ competence matrix,
human resources allocation to contract realization.
3.1. Workers’ databases

The essential objective of the option „Workers’ databases” is to provide contextual information about employees, their knowledge, skills and previous experience in the contracts execution.
The record of employee database will include the following information (as a record’s field):
employee’s name,
employee’s surname,
employee’s contact data,
the range of employee’s education including technical and economic skills,
the competence level of employee’s including realized range of
tasks/processes in an enterprises (strictly connected with the option „Workers’ competence matrix”),
employee’s professional experience (professional career, participation in
projects and contracts without taking into account the current employment),
employee’s involvement in the previously executed contracts,
employee’s present involvement in contracts in progress,
employee’s work time data (absenteeism, availability, performance)
employee’s evaluation.
In the range of the option „Workers’ databases” the following functions will be
realized:
the creation of a new employee,
the removal of an employee,
the modification of employee’s information,
the search for contracts / tasks performed by the selected employee,
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the search of employees with the required competence level in specified
range of tasks / processes,
the search of employees with specific experience in the execution of contracts.
The access to view the selected record field will be limited to selected users
with certain privileges (mainly fields containing information about employee’s
assessment and control). The execution „Workers’ databases” indirectly provide
the access to information about contracts both previously completed and in progress, in which edited employee is/was involved.
The option „Workers’ databases” will enable the following effects:
improving the efficiency of human resources management, especially the
employee’s knowledge, skills and experience to realize tasks of the contract,
providing comprehensive knowledge of the employees for planning, organizing, controlling and motivating employees,
enabling ongoing analysis of company’s personnel and equipment needs in
ongoing contracts,
enabling the analysis of the balance sheet in terms of quality of employment in ongoing task of contracts,
analysis and control of labour productivity in contracts,
strengthening the level of employee’s motivation through increasing selfawareness of the scope of the tasks carried out in the contracts and the level
of competence,
improving the monitoring and evaluation of employees involved in contracts’ realization.
3.2. External experts databases
The essential objective of the option „External experts’ databases” is to gather
the contextual information about external experts with particular emphasis on their
previous experience in contracts and their cooperation with the mechanical engineering industry enterprise. The record of external experts’ database will include
the following information (as a record’s field):
expert’s name,
expert’s surname,
expert’s contact data,
the range and the level of expert’s competence,
expert’s experiences in the area of contracts’ realization in external enterprises,
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expert’s collaboration with the enterprise with particular emphasis on their
previous experience in realized contracts,
the range of ongoing collaboration with the enterprise (involvement in contracts),
expert’s evaluation.
In the range of the option „ External experts’ databases” the following functions
will be realized:
the creation of a new expert,
the modification of expert’s information,
the search for contracts / tasks performed by the selected expert,
the search of experts with the required competence level in specified range
of tasks / processes,
the search of experts with specific experience in the execution of contracts.
The option „ External experts’ databases” will enable the following effects:
assuring expert knowledge for the preparation of solutions and ideas for
improving the efficiency of solving problems in the implementation of the
specific tasks of the contract,
improving the quality of knowledge in the enterprise,
improving the effectiveness of the contracts’ implementation,
improving monitoring and evaluation of external experts collaborating in
the execution of contracts.
3.3. Workers’ competence matrix
The essential objective of the option „Workers’ competence matrix” is to enable the analysis of competence needs of employees, especially taking into consideration the scale and range of tasks in realized contract.
Employees’ skills matrix as a functionality in the SSKM system is to be the
tool allowing the competence level assigned for each employee of a mechanical
engineering industry enterprise for an individual business process (task, operation,
or the type of skills). Employees’ skills matrix as a functionality will enable to edit
the competence level of employees in the form of matrix presented in Figure 2.
The value of the competence level ESMii reflects the assignment of a particular employee to a specific process (task, operation) according to the following rating scale:
ESMij=0 if an employee is not connected with the process realization or no
competences are required in the process realization,
ESMij=1 if an employee is connected with the process realization and the
increase of the competence level of an employee is required,
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ESMij = 2 if an employee is connected with the process realization and the
competence level of an employee is being increased in the range of the process realization,
ESMij = 3 1 if an employee is connected with the process realization and
the employee’s competence level in the range of the process realization is
satisfactory,
ESMij = 4 if an employee is connected with the process realization and the
employee’s competence level in the range of the process realization is
good,
ESMij = 5 if an employee is connected with the process realization and the
employee’s competence level in the range of the process realization is professional,
ESMij = 6 if an employee is connected with the process realization and the
employee’s competence level in the range of the process realization is professional. Additionally, the employee is responsible for training new employees.
Business
processes

Process 1

Process 2

…

Process m

Employee 1

ESM11

ESM12

…

ESM1m

Employee 2

ESM21

ESM22

…

ESM2m

…

…

…

…

ESMn1

ESMn2

…

ESMnm

Employees

…
Employee n

Figure 2. The scheme of the “Employees skills matrix”

In the SSKM system the search of the contextual level of competence (and its
modifications) for employees selected by the specified key will be possible. On the
other hand, the scope of the presented "Workers’ competence matrix" may be limited to certain categories of processes parameterized by the user of the system. This
allows the user to focus on selected employees and processes / tasks, reflecting the
executed contracts in the planning, implementation and control stages. The functionality „Workers’ competence matrix” in the SSKM system will be linked to the
functionality „Workers’ databases” and the functionality "Human resources allocation to contract realization”. The option to modify the competence level of employees will be limited to a group of users with certain rights.
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The option „Workers’ competence matrix” will enable the following effects:
improving the efficiency of the use of knowledge resources, skills and experience to realize tasks of the contract by the employees and management
staff, the ability to reach the problem directly to the most competent employees,
enhancing skills and qualifications in the context of the needs of specific
tasks and processes,
ensuring the optimal selection of the range of internal and external training
for employees due to the information of knowledge deficit in various processes,
ensuring the efficient allocation of tasks between employees and strengthening the transfer of knowledge to increase the productivity of individual
employees and the entire enterprise.
3.4. Human resources allocation to contract realization
The essential objective of the option „Human resources allocation to contract
realization” is to ensure dynamic allocation of employees to contract’s tasks and to
create the communication platform for employees.
In the range of the option „Human resources allocation to contract realization” the
following functions will be realized:
the selection of the project team to perform the contract,
the control of the tasks progress in the contract in the area of human resources,
the changes in the cast of the tasks of the contract,
the analysis of the time involved in the contract employees,
the evaluation of employees in ongoing contracts,
providing the platform of cooperation between employees in the execution
of the contract.
The option „Human resources allocation to contract realization” will enable the
following effects:
improving the knowledge quality by the creation of the communication infrastructure between employees,
strengthening the involvement and participation of employees in the execution of contracts,
improving the efficiency of planning and control in the areas of contracts,
increasing the degree of formalization of human resource management processes as a result of electronic procedures and documents.
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4. Conclusions
The activity of mechanical engineering industry enterprises is heavily dependent on external conditions, but in the long perspective the extremely important
factor to achieve economic efficiency is the appropriate management of internal
business processes. One of the key areas that determine the effective functioning of
these companies is human resources management with the use of IT solutions. The
presented conception in this article of the system supporting knowledge management in human resources management includes 4 functionalities, which main objective is to enable effective planning, organizing and controlling the employees
involved in the contract realization.
The implementation of the functionalities in the area of human resources
management in the system SSKM should lead to obtain the following results in
improving the management processes:
the use of the system will allow to increase the degree of formalization of
human resources management processes as a result of electronic procedures
and documents,
the functionalities will enable the improvement of the monitoring and evaluation of staff involved in the execution of contracts,
the use of the system will lead to strengthen knowledge resources of employees and their skills and experience as a result of efficient allocation of
staff to different tasks in the framework of ongoing contracts,
employees skills matrix will enable to specify the knowledge deficit and
resulting from that the permanent improvement of employees’ competence
in order to improve business processes of contracts,
the access to the knowledge resources of a enterprise’s employees and external experts can enhance skills and qualifications required in the execution of contracts,
implemented functionalities will increase the awareness of employees, and
thus cause the increase of employee’s motivation and satisfaction from participating in contracts,
ensuring the adequate infrastructure will enable communication between
staff and improving the knowledge quality in the enterprise,
the information of the competence level of employees in the context of the
tasks performed in contracts will enable the adaptation of the internal and
external training process to the needs of a enterprise,
dynamic allocation of employees to tasks of contracts will increase the effectiveness of the planning and control of contracts.
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The process of implementing the proposed functionalities of the System Supporting Knowledge Management in mechanical engineering industry enterprises
will be monitored and analyzed. The effects of the functionalities’ implementation
in the area of human resources management should be verified in practice to meet
the expected requirements of the users.
The publication is financed from public science funds in the years 2010-2013 as
the research project No. 03-0112-10 /2010 dated 09.12.2010.
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EVALUATION OF THE EFFICIENCY OF INTEGRATED ERP
SYSTEMS AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE TOOLS BASED ON
THE DIAGNOSTIC CASES IN THE MSE SECTOR
LUDOSŁAW DRELICHOWSKI
University Technology & Life Sciences in Bydgoszcz

In the paper, an evaluation of the efficiency of the application of ERP
class integrated systems and BI tools was carried out, through analysis of two
cases micro-and-small enterprises (MSEs). An analysis of the observed
successes allowed precise definition of key factors in their successes or
failures, in the scope of the efficiency of BI tools application in management.
Confirmed rules for guaranteeing of unconditional compatibility of the
contents of data warehouses with the transactional databases are, in the
opinion of the author, a necessary condition for long-term success with BI
application in decisions-making processes. The solutions proposed in the
paper for a data processing organisation system were effectively verified over
several years’ use at the POZKAL printing house in Inowroclaw. Such
solutions force compatibility of transactional databases with data warehouse
contents, an area often underestimated by the authors of other publications in
this area.
Keywords: ERP class integration systems, business intelligence tools, data processing
organization, database integration, data warehouse.

1. Introduction
The research implemented over the last five years concerns analysis of the
determinants of ERP systems’ implementation and Business Intelligence tools in
MSEs in the printing and food processing industry. It also justifies the attempt to

make a synthesis of former publications. The research results, which were analyzed
in the subsequent publications, also allowed for provision of the diagnoses of the
effects of the IT applications in various research facilities that have been evaluated
over the last few years.
They also allowed definition of the difficult position based on cause-effect
determinants that have been described and confirmed in [11], [12], [13], [14], [15].
Furthermore, the range of research and its evaluation of the success factors in
some of the other business organizations surveyed, yielded a synergy that may
allow for the occurrence of possible failures in the formulation of diagnostic BI
tools and in other facilities.
The first research object was represented by an SME in the printing industry POZKAL Inowrocław [5, 6]. It provided data led to the effective implementation
of an ERP system evaluation, which is related to control processes, as well as
a model implementation of BI solutions [1, 2, 3].
It was essential to refine
the form of cooperation with the founder of the new implementation system to
define another, usually not well précised substantive issue, i.e. the identification of
the lack of a coherent and unambiguous code database in the range of terminology
and quality of construction and technological parameters, which have caused the
frequent occurrence of multiple names for the same processes in the one
technological process which was change.
The unique success achieved in the process of ERP system implementation in
POZKAL coincided with the application of a corporate process organisation and
Activity-based Costing as a more precise method of cost accounting. The
successful implementation of these solutions provided a basis for the development
of a data warehouse and reporting systems using OLAP technology based on MS
SQL Server.
A very good example of the need to have consistent information available on
different levels is the process of raw material procurement by a Bydgoszcz-based
company processing and selling food products imported from the Far East. Their
main customers are large retail networks in Poland and abroad. The materials are
procured by purchasing agents who often spend months far from company
headquarters, negotiating and preparing long-term supply contracts. The agents
must have access to such information as sales plans and the availability of financial
resources for the transactions. The results of their work are reviewed and approved
by management, in agreement with the financial department. The results are also a
source of important information for the marketing, sales and production
departments, as they support production planning and assumption of obligations
towards suppliers. Another important group using the same information is the
logistic department, which has to arrange sea or air freight of the purchased
materials to Europe, ensure proper customs clearance and arrange road transport to
bring the goods to the company. The deliveries must be coordinated with the
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quality control department, whose responsibility is to inspect each batch of
materials. If the goods should fail the quality inspection, the purchasing agents,
logisticians and the financial department take appropriate steps to obtain another
delivery, or to source the missing materials from the local market (European),
which often requires approval by the company’s top management. Here the success
was possible thanks to an efficient implementation of mobile technologies and
improvement of the availability of information at various levels of managerial
decision-making positions, as described in more detail in Chaptes [3] and [6].
2. Determination of BI systems’ stability at the POZKAL company
This chapter presents the results of an analysis of success achieved in the area
of applications of a data warehouse and OLAP tools in the course of three-yearlong utilisation, verified in generated reports and efficiently used in the operational,
tactical and strategic levels of management.
Organization of the technological content collections required a 9-month
period of technical services and IT planning. As a result, the technological
dictionary contains 10 terms instead of the 116 that had been used before.
Modification of the structure of the technical collection and order planning
processes was executed within the ERP CDN XL system, provided by
COMARCH. It was supplemented by additional modules required by POZKAL,
such as payroll, warehousing, purchasing and sales supported by CRM system. The
presented solutions have ensured efficient implementation of contractor support
functions and have provided the opportunity of flexible services with regards to the
contractor expectations.
The financial and accounting systems, which provides for the efficient
functioning of payments and invoice settlement with modules for fixed assets and
controlling in an ABC (Activity-based Costing) version, have provided efficient
processing of data in the area of creation and updating of information transaction
processes. implementation of an updated version of the ERP system was the basis
for the implementation of the Business Intelligence systems. One of the essential
objectives for an analytical system’s formation was an ABC approach and this
objective was achieved.
The reports presented on the following pages illustrate the kind of information
which required implementation of activity-based costing. Most of the reports
presented here have been based on OLAP cubes – ‘Model_PozkalABC’ - which
acquires source data from the financial and accounting systems, inventory system
and the production control system.
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The allocators algorithms have been defined in the platform structure and in
the IBIP platform which uses an ‘Order Analysis’ cube, which was itself rebuilt
after 2 years of use.
The first cube was based on studies and assumptions that had been tested with
a calculation data sheet, a financial and accounting system. The second cube was
constructed on the basis of the first one and was expanded with additional
dimensions by the workflow system, OLAP cubes – payments analysis, sales and
RCP. The reports acquired from the system contained the costs that are presented
with negative values, while revenue is presented with positive values.
The need for information content synthesis of a series of informational
statements in the strategic decision-making process increases the importance of
graphical output reports in the synthesis process.
The discussed ERP system solutions offered to the printing sector company
did not constitute particularly innovative technologies, although they may still
provide a unique standard by the application of specific data processing
organization. The use of a controlling application based on the ABC approach can
be seen as an exploration of a more effective approach to fixed-assets management.
Also, their three years of experience gained in effective exploitation of a data
warehouse and OLAP tools for operational, tactical and strategic decision support
would even represent great value to any company.
Figure 1 illustrates the most frequently used solutions of data processing
organizations, ranging from the formation of source documents, through storing
them in a transaction database, to placing them in the data warehouse and
generating reports with OLAP tools, by data mining, or graphical output
application. Figure 2 presents the solutions implemented at the POZKAL company.
There are some significant differences between their processing and the processing
of the organization presented in Figure 1.
The differences relate to the extremely important process of updating the data
warehouse solutions, which is done at the end of the transaction processing day and
provides feedback and records verification in the area of operational information.
The registration data which is generated at the beginning of the following day can
then provide a basis for later information processing, after acquiring that data from
the data warehouse. The processed information can also be a basis for creating
source documents and accounting records.
The solution implemented at the POZKAL company seems to be self-evident,
but is probably hardly ever applied in practice. This follows from the fact that the
data warehouse application for the operational information formation may raise
some doubts, both in the management team and in the rest of the staff [7, 8, 9, 10].
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Figure 1. Typical integrated data processing system
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Figure 2. Integrated data processing system with feedback solution
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These concerns may be justified because the decision to implement the
complex data warehouse update process as a single operation in the organization
(Figure 2) was risky and challenging. The application of precise data warehouse
and update algorithms that have been tested before implementation and its merging
with the last day transactional data analysis could raise the doubts about the
precision of these operations.
The results of the three-year application of this solution at the POZKAL
company proved to be fully effective from the perspective of long-term
implementation. The benefits of these solutions are obvious, because the
transaction data records are valid only if they are regularly verified by all data
processing functions within the organization.
The conclusions which have been formulated in this chapter can provide a
basis for finding an explanation for the weak implementation or even resignation
from correctly designed and implemented BI systems within organizations.
3. Determinants of the development of mobile technology data warehousing
and OLAP system in a commercial and food processing enterprise
OLAP analysis results are used on various levels in an organisation, for
various purposes and by means of various tools, however the important thing is that
all the information should be coherent and usable in everyday work, to support all
kinds of decisions. This is why a common source of information is indispensable
for all applications, or at least an integration of sources to an extent that allows
users to obtain consistent information in an efficient and transparent way at all
levels of management. Unfortunately, in actual practice individual departments or
areas of operations in an organization often use their own databases to support their
work, as a result of which they often obtain mutually-inconsistent or sometimes
even conflicting information. A situation like this is very undesirable and, if
observed, should be eliminated as soon as possible. A very good example of the
need to have consistent information available on different levels is the process of
raw material procurement by a Bydgoszcz-based company processing and selling
food products imported from the Far East [6]. Their main customers are large retail
networks in Poland and abroad. The materials are procured by purchasing agents
who often spend months far from company headquarters, negotiating and preparing
long-term supply contracts. The agents must have access to such information as
sales plans and the availability of financial resources for the transactions. The
results of their work are reviewed and approved by the management in agreement
with the financial department. The results are also a source of important
information for the marketing, sales and production departments, as they support
production planning and assuming obligations towards suppliers. Another
important group using the same information is the logistic department, which has
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to arrange sea or air freight of the purchased materials to Europe, ensure proper
customs clearance and arrange road transport to bring the goods to the company.
The deliveries must be coordinated with the quality control department, whose
responsibility is to inspect each batch of materials. If the goods fail the quality
inspection, the purchasing agents, logisticians and financial department should take
appropriate steps to obtain another delivery or to source the missing material from
the local market (European), which often requires approval by the company’s top
management. At the end of the procurement process is the warehouse, where the
goods are stored according to their best-before date and a few other important
parameters. The material is then assigned to be released for production. If a batch
of materials is rejected by quality control, it is separated from the rest of the stock
and undergoes a recall or disposal procedure, as presented in Figure 3.
The simplified presentation of a procurement process described above and
illustrated below shows how many different interrelations can exist among the
different departments and levels of a business organization in a process which is
just one of a number of processes going on in a company. Until an integrated
information management system was introduced and a data warehouse was created,
the process had given rise to numerous problems and constituted one of the major
barriers to development of the company. The main problems included production
stoppages resulting from the running out of raw materials, and overstocking, which
led to a need to rent external warehouse space. Excessive inventory caused
liquidity issues, as the company had to pay for deliveries it did not yet need.
Material shortages, on the other hand, prevented the company from fulfilling
orders, which resulted in contractual penalties and other charges imposed by
customers, suppliers, customs agencies, or forwarding agents. All those issues
occurred in spite of functional databases and analytical information available to the
responsible departments or employees.
The main cause of the problem was the lack of coherence of the information,
which became evident when most of the problems were largely resolved with a
uniform, integrated information system based on a central data warehouse, that was
introduced and made available to all departments and levels of management.
However, its success was not only based on having a uniform source of
information, but also in how it disseminated the information. During the
implementation process, a lot of emphasis was put on making the information
retrieval tools compatible with the needs and capabilities of their users. Therefore,
the range of tools included both sophisticated, multidimensional analytical
instruments, as well as simple messages and alerts prompting the users to take
specific actions. Thanks to the use of modern applications and the Internet, the
information is available for employees working at the company headquarters and at
its branch offices, as well as for the purchasing agents operating in the Far East.
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Figure 3. Simplified diagram of the purchasing process in the commercial and food
processing company. Source: Own research [3]

4. Conclusion
Synthetic analysis of the operating experience of the ERP system, data
warehouse and OLAP tools at the POZKAL company in Inowrocław have allowed
precise definition of two models of system exploitation (Figure 1), with the
introduction of a feedback model, ensuring the correctness of the information in the
data warehouse, and a model without feedback (Figure 1). The implementation of
solutions presented in Model II (Figure 2) allows us to explain the reasons for the
abandonment of certain interesting systems which contained BI tools after just a
few months of exploitation; because it was not guaranteed that registration records
were compatible with the data stored in the data warehouse.
Analysis of the development of ICT (Information and Communication
Technology) applications in the discussed example of a commercial and food
processing enterprise justifies a statement that reaching an objective of an
improved level of customer service requires extension of the range of application
of IT systems in MSE s. Implementing integrated systems and CRM systems in
enterprises operating globally requires introduction of efficient solutions consisting
in proved applications of mobile technologies. For successful global operations it is
indispensable for a company to decentralise the processes of decision-making by
sales force. This requires implementation of systems allowing automatic control of
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inventories and providing quick access to reports presenting actual sales and
supplies to enable the sales representative to make the right business decisions,
either independently or in consultation with higher-level managers. A solution like
this proved to significantly increase the operating efficiency of the enterprise
through reduction of redundant stocks and better fulfilment of customer needs
[6, 8, 9, 10].
The examples of MSE presented in this paper show that efficient
implementation of advanced IT solutions in the form of mobile technologies and
OLAP tools has become a source of competitive edge in various industries.
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NoSQL databases become more and more popular, not only in typical Internet applications. They allow to store large volumes of data (so called big
data), while ensuring fast retrieving and fast appending. The main disadvantage of NoSQL databases is that they do not use relational model of data
and usually do not offer any declarative query language similar to SQL. This
raises the question how NoSQL databases can be used for OLAP processing
and other Business Intelligence tasks. In the paper the author presents the
most common types of NoSQL databases, describes MapReduce paradigm
and discusses models of OLAP processing for such databases. Finally some
preliminary results of aggregation performance in non-relational environment
are presented.
Keywords: Business Intelligence, Databases, NoSQL, Big data, OLAP

1. Introduction
Since E. Cobb in 1970 proposed relational model of databases it has become a
dominant standard for data storage in information systems up to present. In this
period some other models have been proposed, including object oriented and
XML-based ones. Despite these new models had some advantages over the traditional relational model they were implemented rather as experimental projects and
nowadays they are developed mainly by the open source community. Large relational database management systems (RDBMS) vendors like Oracle and Microsoft
have incorporated those new ideas into their relational systems. Currently their

databases natively support XML data types, MS SQL Server allows for creation
CLR types that can be used for defining objects, and Oracle allows for defining
objects in its PL/SQL language (what makes Oracle RDBMS in fact objectrelational database management system). There is no doubt that relational model
owes its popularity also to the universal, simple, but very powerful SQL language.
This language, originally developed in IBM, allows a wide range of people, including non-programmers like managers, analysts and other decision makers to easy
interact with data collected in databases.
The originally intended purpose of relational databases and the SQL language
was to store data from various transactions occurred in business like orders, bills,
salaries and make queries to these data. Further development of management information systems together with the development of computer hardware itself, on
the one side, and the development of strategic and operational management as a
response to higher and higher competition on the global market, on another side,
contributed to the extensive use of RDBMS also in analytical processing. Data
warehouses which form the basis of online analytical processing (OLAP) can exclusively or partially operate on the same relational model (Relational OLAP ROLAP) and offer dedicated tools to easily transform data from relational databases into desired OLAP structures during extract, transform and load (ETL) processes. The details of various OALP architectures will be discussed in chapter 3.
During the last decade an intensive development of Internet applications could
be observed. Such platforms like large e-shops or social portals need to process
often huge amount of data from millions of users in almost real time. This led to
the development of completely new models of databases. Those models are collectively referred to as NoSQL (from “Not only SQL”). Their main goal is to store
large quantities of data (so called big data) in a distributed, no-relational system to
ensure fast access and append operations as well as a fault tolerance. Thus their
main purpose is similar to the primary purpose of the relational databases – storing
transaction data. As currently there is a strong demand from business side for
OLAP and other Business Intelligence solutions, the question arises how NoSQL
databases can be used in this kind of applications?
The main goal of the paper is to show whether, and if yes, how various types
NoSQL databases can be applied for the analytical processing known from contemporary Business Intelligence suites. The paper is organized as follows. In the
second chapter the idea of NoSQL databases is presented together with their taxonomy and MapReduce paradigm, as the most effective method of data processing
for large databases. Next chapter is devoted to the idea of Business Intelligence,
data warehouses and their architecture in typical environments that are based on
traditional RDBMS. The author analyses how existing BI systems can deal with
NoSQL databases, discusses pros and cons of the solutions, and presents some new
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concepts in this field. Finally, the author presents some results of experiments with
aggregation queries typical for OLAP and possible ways of their improvement.
2. NoSQL databases and MapReduce paradigm
Term “NoSQL” database was first used by C. Strozzi in 1998 for his database
system that did not provide SQL interface. According to his definition “NoSQL is a
fast, portable, relational database management system without arbitrary limits,
(other than memory and processor speed) that runs under, and interacts with, the
UNIX Operating System” [1]. Despite not utilizing SQL language this system was
in fact a relational database system, but data were stored in ASCII files and could
be manipulated by regular Unix tools instead of SQL. The “NoSQL” term has been
rediscovered eleven years later by, among the others, E. Evans [2] who used this
term in his blog while discussing open source databases of other types than relational. In this sense NoSQL databases can be seen as “non-relational, distributed,
open-source and horizontally scalable” [3]. Thus original sense of “NoSQL” term
meaning a relational database system without SQL language has change to a nonrelational database system that is not like a typical SQL database, so the term
should now be referred to as “Not only SQL”.
There is no single model of NoSQL database. In fact, any database system
that satisfies the conditions presented above (at least most of them including primarily to be non-relational) can be classified to NoSQL family. Nosql-database.org
portal lists the following categories of NoSQL databases [3]:
column store,
document store,
key-value store,
graph databases,
object oriented databases,
XML databases,
others like mutlimodel, multidimensional, and mutlivalue databases.
However, many sources regard only the first four as true NoSQL databases, as
they are based on new concepts and are the most popular ones. In this paper the
author will focus mainly on column store and document store models, as the databases utilizing these models are the most important from a business point of view
and are the most widely used in various applications. Finally, the MapReduce programming model for effective processing of large databases will be discussed.
2.1. Column-oriented model
In the relational database management systems the data is stored typically in
rows (tuples). In contrast, a column-oriented database engine (called CDBMS or
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simply a column store) writes each table attribute in a separate column. For example a simple table of customer tuples presented in Fig. 1 could be written in the
format presented in Fig. 2.
ID

Name
Address
City
Phone
1 A Glass Enterprise 212 S Tower
Centralia 1 360-736-1141
2 A-1 Mobile
389 Raubuck Rd Winlock 1 360-262-0216
3 Abitz
W 181 Fredson Rd Shelton 360-426-1928
4 Agnew Lumber Co. PO Box 579
Centralia 360-736-8211
Figure 1. A simple table of customers in the relational model

This, of course, is a simplified model. In real implementations more complex
structures are used, including mixed row-column ones (e.g. in C-Store database),
data are usually compressed (as there is a lot of redundancy), and various indexes,
caching and other techniques are applied to speed up queries.
ID
Name
Address
City
Phone

1,2,3,4
A Glass Enterprise, A-1 Mobile, Abitz, Agnew Lumber Co.
212 S Tower, 389 Raubuck Rd, W 181 Fredson Rd, PO Box 579
Centralia, Winlock, Shelton, Centralia
1 360-736-1141, 1 360-262-0216, 360-426-1928, 360-736-8211
Figure 2. A simple column store for customers’ data

The idea of column-oriented data storage is not new and dates back to 1970s,
when the research on transposed files and vertical partitioning was first published
[4]. The first widely used system that utilized such a model was RAPID system
built for Statistics Canada in 1976. A decade later the advantage of the decomposed
storage model (DSM) over the row-wise storage (NSM) has been shown [5]. Nevertheless for many years the only one column-oriented database system commercially available was Sybase IQ. The situation has changed in a recent few years as
many open source as well as commercial products have been released. The most
popular open source projects that are able to store data in columns (many of them
are also capable to store data in rows) are:
Apache Cassandra – initially developed in Facebook,
C-Store – first comprehensive design description of column store by
researchers from few American universities, including MIT,
HBase – running on the top of Hadoop; currently used for Facebook
messaging system,
Google Bigtable – data are indexed by triples <row, column,
timestamp>, but tables are stored on the basis of column families.
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The main advantages of column store systems over traditional RDBMS include first of all [6]:
improved bandwith utilization, as access is necessary only for tables
with those attributes that are required by a query,
improved data compression, as attribute values from the same domain
compress better than for mixed type values,
improved code pipelining (instructions per cycle), as data can be accessed directly in an iterative way, not through tuple-based interface,
improved cache storage, as caching only chosen attribute tables requires less space than caching whole tuples.
The main disadvantage of column stores is the cost of tuple reconstruction. The
higher number of attributes is engaged in a query the slower is the answer. This,
however, can be improved by using in-memory cache or by utilizing SSD drives in
database servers. It is also worth to notice that OLAP processing and other Business Intelligence methods usually require a limited number of attributes in a time.
2.2. Document-oriented model
Databases storing user data in the form of documents are the flagship of the
NoSQL family and are known simply as document stores. Although documents in
such databases can be written in almost any format (e.g. Word or PDF), the highest
number of possibilities is offered by semi-structured formats like XML, YAMSL,
JSON (or its binary version BSON). Although databases using XML documents
first appeared on the market (the are referred to as native XML databases), but
nowadays the most popular document stores use JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) as a document format, as its structure is significantly less complex than XML
and the documents occupy less storage space. The most popular JSON/BSON
stores are: CouchDB, MongoDB and OrientDB. Fig. 3 presents a record from the
table of customers that was considered earlier written in a simple JSON format.
{

"id": 1,
"name": "A Glass Enterprise",
"address": { "street": " 212 S Tower", "city": "Centralia"},
"phone": " 1 360-736-1141" }

Figure 3. JSON record containing customer data. Author’s own preparation

In this case the data is stored in tuples, like in the relational database, but in
less rigid format. As values are always stored together with their key, the structure
of rows can be changed in successive rows. A “schema-free” model allows to easily adjust a database to the changing information needs of business analytics.
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The other advantages of document stores include:
rich data structures – document in a store can represent objects or arrays, thus no ORM (object relational mapping) is required,
better performance – data are usually stored in a single table or they
are joined in memory, so traditional, time-consuming JOINS are unnecessary and usually not supported,
horizontally scalable – document store works similar to distributed
hash tables, and it can be scaled easily for a large number of nodes.
The main disadvantage of document stores is that they usually do not provide
any declarative language for data manipulation (only OrientDB has SQL, but without support for JOIN clauses). Data processing requires to use some procedural
language, so programming skills are needed in order to process data collected in
such databases. However, this lets to write more complex queries that operate on a
single row (like cursors in RDBMS). This ability can be applied to Business Intelligence tools for developing new kind of analysis or to improve existing ones.
2.3. MapReduce framework
Although MapReduce is not a database model, it plays a very important role
in today’s NoSQL databases. MapReduce has been developed at Google as a “programming model and an associated implementation for processing and generating
large data sets” [7]. Although the idea is not entirely new, simple and easy to use
MapReduce framework (sometimes called a paradigm) in recent years has become
a new phenomenon in processing huge amount of data in a distributed environment. To use the framework two functions have to be defined: the map function,
responsible for mapping key-values pairs coming from input data into some other
key-values pairs:
Map(K, V) → list (K’, V’),

and the reduce function, responsible for reducing values (first they are sorted and
grouped on the basis of new keys), and producing the final output:
Reduce(K’, list(V’)) → list (V’).

Jobs of mapping and reducing can be divided into smaller jobs, hence the calculations can be done in parallel by many nodes. A basic MapReduce flow is presented in Fig. 4.
The MapReduce framework is proprietary of Google Inc., but there are open
source solutions offering similar approach, and among them, the best known and
widely used is Apache Hadoop. From the Business Intelligence point of view map
and reduce platforms like Hadoop can play a crucial role, as thanks to them complex processing of data, like aggregation or filtering, can be done in a very efficient
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way. Business analysts can gain almost immediate access to tons of very accurate
data without the need of using traditional, time-consuming ETL processes. In this
sense such platforms (together with a database like HBase or any other NoSQL
database that support Hadoop) can be an alternative or at least an important addition to traditional data warehouses used in today’s Business Intelligence systems.

Figure 4. A basic flow in MapReduce data processing [8]

The example of such data warehouse is Apache Hive. Although it supports
SQL-like commands (via HiveQL language) and stores its metadata in traditional
RDBMS, the queries are translated into map and reduce jobs that are then executed
on Hadoop platform.
3. Business Intelligence with NoSQL databases
Term Business Intelligence was first introduced in 1958 by IBM researcher H.
P. Luhn [9]. One of the fathers of contemporary BI systems, H. Dresner from Gartner Research, in 1989 defined BI as “a broad category of software and solutions for
gathering, consolidating, analysing and providing access to data in a way that lets
enterprise users make better business decisions” [10]. However, from a technical
point of view, a definition provided by E. Turban et al. can be seen as more precise: “An umbrella term that encompasses tools, architectures, databases, data
warehouses, performance management, methodologies, and so forth, all of which
are integrated into a unified software suite” [11]. The model of data delivery in a
typical BI platform is shown in Fig. 5.
The core of each Business Intelligence system is a data warehouse (DW). During ETL (extract, transform and load) processes the data warehouse is loaded with
data coming from ERP, CRM and other enterprise systems as well as databases
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(usually RDBMS), and, if necessary, from any other source like spreadsheet files
or flat files. Data in the warehouse are organized in a special form that will be presented later in the chapter. Once the data warehouse is loaded and updated, business analysts can perform some OLAP analysis, use data mining tools, or simply
build reports tailored to their needs. ELT tools, data warehouse, analytical and
reporting tools together constitute a BI platform (called often a BI suite).

Figure 5. Typical BI architecture [12]

3.1. Data warehouses and OLAP servers architecture
Warehouses can use different structures, but typically they have at least three
layers: staging, integration and access. Staging layer is responsible for storing a
raw data extracted from source databases and flat files. In the integration layer data
is integrated and transformed into an organized structure (data warehouse database), where data is usually arranged into dimensions and facts. Finally, the access
layer is responsible for delivering data to end users.
The most widely used analysis in Business Intelligence is OLAP (on-line analytical processing). Typical OLAP operations include rollup (increasing the level
of aggregation) and drill-down (decreasing the level of aggregation or increasing
detail) along one or more dimension hierarchies, slice and dice (selection and projection), and pivot (re-orienting the multidimensional view of data) [13]. To perform OLAP operations quickly usually a special OLAP server is used either within
the data warehouse or as a separate solution.
There are two main OLAP architectures: ROLAP (Relational OLAP) that
stores analytical data in RDBMS and MOLAP (Multidimensional) that stores data
in an optimized multi-dimensional arrays. Each architecture has some advantages
over the another. ROLAP technology is generally better suited for models with
very high credibility of dimensions (millions or more), and when no-aggregatable
facts (like texts) are used. MOLAP generally performs better in typical OLAP ap-
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plications than ROLAP [14], but it requires pre-processing (load from OLTP database or data warehouse) that can last for a long time. Load times in ROLAP are
usually much shorter than in MOLAP and the server is more scalable, however,
ROLAP is evidently slower especially with respect to aggregated data. To overcome this problem aggregations are stored in RDBMS as materialized views or as
dedicated tables. This in turn requires a careful design of ETL process, because
aggregate operations that were not previously cached can be a very time consuming. The advantages of both ROLAP and MOLAP models have been combined in
HOLAP (Hybrid OLAP) model.
According to some business analysts current Business Intelligence platforms
and data warehouses do not cover all the data necessary for decision making in
today’s complex economic environment. Big volumes of data (so called “big data”)
cannot be processed by traditional warehouses and OLAP servers that base on
RDBMS solutions. Instead of them the solutions originated from the NoSQL
movement like MapReduce (Hadoop), Hive, Pig or jaql should be applied.
3.2. Integration of NoSQL databases with BI platforms
Business Intelligence platforms supplied by the top vendors usually do not integrate with NoSQL databases, however, some of them (e.g. Oracle) provide a
native access to Apache Hive. Instead of this, big vendors have recently started to
provide their own NoSQL solutions (Windows Azure Storage, Oracle NoSQL) that
in the future can probably be integrated with their existing BI platforms. Alternatively open source BI platforms can be used. The most popular ones are Jaspersoft
and Pentaho. Both of them can natively read the data from the most popular
NoSQL databases like Cassadra or MongoDB by their data integration (ETL) tools
and reporting servers.
Also both platforms use Mondrian (officially called Pentaho Analysis Services Community Edition) as an OLAP server. A simplified architecture of Mondrian server is shown in Fig. 6.

Mondrian
OLAP engine
MDX

SQL

JPivot

Warehouse
Cubes
stored in
XML files
OLAP Server

Web server
Analytical tools

Cube modelling tool

Figure 6. A simplified architecture of Mondrian server (based on [15])
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Mondrian OLAP server stores cube schemas in XML files that can be modeled by client tools like Pentaho Schema Workbench and its engine is based on
ROLAP model. This engine can communicate only with SQL language, so the data
from NoSQL databases cannot be processed directly. First they need to be loaded
into the data warehouse that is based on RDBMS like in traditional BI platforms.
There are plans, expressed by some Mondrian community members, to give the
users a possibly to replace SQL database in Mondrian with HBase or MongoDB.
Basically the same architecture as in Mondrian is used in much more lightweight solutions like e.g. an OLAP framework architecture written in Python (Cubes) [14]. The architecture of such a lightweight server is shown in Fig. 7.

Application

HTTP request

JSON

Σ
Slicer

Aggregation
browser

cell

SQL
Database
Cubes

Figure 7. A simplified architecture a lightweight OLAP framework (based on [16])

A client sends a request for some cell of the cube to the server (called in this
case a slicer), the server uses appropriate aggregation browser backend to compute
this request and a result in JSON format is sent back to the client. Although many
different aggregation browsers have been originally planned, including a MongoDB browser, it has not been implemented yet. The only aggregation browser is
currently “SQL denormalized” that stores the data from converted star schema in
the form of a deformalized views and tables.
3.3. New OLAP model using MapReduce framework
Big data stored in NoSQL databases can be processed during ETL processes
using map and reduce functions defined within Hadoop platform (both Pentaho and
Jaspersoft BI platforms have such ability). Typical scenario for big data analysis is
currently to use e.g. Hive in Hadoop environment (for OLTP) and a ROLAP tool
for data analysis. Sometimes such solution may occur not enough. If more a lot of
data is added to the Hive warehouse in almost a real time, the aggregated data
stored in RDBMS for OLAP purposes may quickly become obsolete or at least
inaccurate. Moreover, when really huge data sets are used, the queries performed
on partially aggregated data can be too slow for OLAP browsing.
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Thus, the idea is to use MapReduce paradigm not only on OLTP side, but also
for OLAP processing. Map and reduce functions can be programmed relatively
easy using HQL provided by Hive or Pig Latin language.
Also recently some new projects focusing strictly on OLAP processing like
e.g. olap4cloud [16] has emerged. Olap4cloud is based on HBase and Hadoop, but
besides MapReduce it uses data defragmentation, intensive indexing and preaggregations. The developers of olap4cloud performed the test in which aggregation
query was executed with 300 million rows of randomly generated 3 dimensions
with values in [0..10], [0..100] and [0..10000] ranges and 3 measures with values in
[0..100], [0..1000] and [0..10000] [16]. The goal of the query was to sum few facts
across one dimension and filtering them on the basis of other two dimensions. The
query that was used in tests is shown in Fig. 8.
select d3, sum(m1), sum(m2), sum(m3) from facts
where d1 = 1 and d2 = 1 group by d3

Figure 8. Test query for Olap4cloud performance experiments [17]

The test was run on few machines with average speed of processor 2 GHz and
average RAM size of 1.7 GB. Unfortunately the number of nodes has not been
specified by the authors. Nevertheless the obtained results are interesting. For Hive
platform query executed in 23 minutes, while for olap4cloud it took only 26 seconds, when no pre-aggregations had been used, and impressive 5 seconds with preaggregations [17].
To compare those results with a traditional RDBMS the author imported the
same 300 million rows into MS SQL 2008 Server that was run on a single machine
with 8GB RAM and 2.0GHz quad core processor. Although the import process
itself took for 30 minutes (the import was done by SQL Server Integration Services
– ETL tool for MS SQL Server) the query executed in 135 seconds for the first run
and only 12 seconds for the subsequent runs (SQL Server cached the data). This
can simulate a simple ROLAP.
Additionally the author has also tested a new aggregation mechanism, that
does not require the map and reduce functions written in an explicit way, and that
was introduced in MongoDB 2.2. Fig. 9 presents the code for MongoDB expression that is equivalent to the query presented in Fig. 8.
db.bigdata.group({key:{d3:true}, cond: { d1:1,d2:1 }, reduce:
function(obj,prev) { prev.m1sum += obj.m1;prev.m2sum += obj.m2;
prev.m3sum += obj.m3;},initial: { m1sum: 0, m2sum: 0, m3sum: 0}});

Figure 9. Test query written as MongoDB expression

The query initially took 10 minutes to complete, but after indexes for “d1”
and “d2” were created the query time was reduced to only 23 seconds. In the latter
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case it was only two time slower than for MS SQL server. It can be farther improved by using MongoDB port for Hadoop to speed up map and reduce functions
that are then performed on many nodes.
4. Conclusions
Experimental projects with non-relational databases developed at Google, Facebook, Yahoo or Adobe slowly begin to reach their maturity and now are used not
only in garage projects, but are seen as a significant competition for the traditional
RDBMS databases. Huge amounts of data are no longer restricted to meteorological, geographical, astronomical, biological or physical applications, but can be
found also in today’s business. A lot of sensors, logs, media devices, tracking systems generate even petabytes of data, so called big data (e.g. Google processes
about 24 petabytes of data per day). Such data should be analyzed in tools corresponding to the BI tools used for traditional transactional data stored in RDMBS.
Currently most of the BI platforms and other OLAP-related tools that are capable to deal with huge NoSQL databases reproduce the well-known ROLAP
model existing in traditional BI platforms. Although the MapReduce paradigm can
be used, but only on OLTP side, while OLAP side is still dominated by RDBMS.
There are two main reasons for that. First is the SQL language and well-known
optimization techniques such as materialized views, which proved their efficiency
for OLAP purposes. The second, even more important reason, is that traditional
models can be easily applied to both non-relational and relational environments. In
fact, we are at the stage where traditional warehouses are supplemented with big
data platforms (like Hive) and coexist in one universal BI platform. However,
sometimes this may be not enough for business needs and traditional approach for
OLAP should be replaced with a new one, based on techniques like MapReduce.
The results presented in some experiments are quite optimistic and lead us to believe that new approach for BI platforms can be put into practice in near future.
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Every large organization has problems coordinating the activities of all
the employees. We study the practical aspects of using a main Management
Information System , called MIS, to enable management by objectives. This
method called MBO can be applied for a large audience, including the widely
understood management of a company and consultants (sellers) whose job
involves direct contact with customers. This paper presents a study of the
phases of determining the specific sets of tasks for the financial year and the
principles of their normalization (standardization).We discuss the necessary
functionality of the MIS (or precisely - the applications which support the
MBO process), which enables participants of the MBO process to create and
maintain a list of task definitions at every level of the organization structure
of a company.
Keywords: E-business, Business Intelligence, Management Information Systems

1. Introduction
Today's large, multinational financial corporations have a Management Information Systems (MIS), that is used within an organization to support decision
making at all levels. In this paper we present some extensions to a typical MIS that
aim to improve MBO implementation (the System of Management by Objectives )

for a wide range of key employees. The discussed proposals, based on “best practices”, take into account both the bank's business model and its routine management processes. However, our way of describing the issue is sufficiently general
that it could also apply to any universal commercial bank. An additional goal of
this work is to draw attention to the fact, that the last factor impartially confirming
the effectiveness of the implementation should be referring to the financial results
achieved by the organization that has effected such an implementation. It is relatively easy in the case of companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange, because
they publish their results and often boast about selected implementations in communications to investors.
Let us remind the reader that according to the classical approach to management the following reasons for the implementation of MIS for management support can be identified (see [6], [9], [14]) :
provides uniform and comprehensible information to all managers within an
organization;
improves the definition and planning of objectives at both the strategic and
operational levels;
helps to create a system of budgeting and monitoring, which can have a direct impact on the employee's motivation and at the same time provides a
powerful performance monitoring tool;
improves data analysis to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of the organization management;
helps to determine the variable part of remuneration depending on the work
performance results of individual employees.
The idea of Management by Objectives (MBO) was developed by Peter
Drucker in 1954 and published in ”The Practice of Management” (see [3]). In
1965, George S. Odiorne completed a textbook entitled, “Management by Objective”. Odiorne's concept of management by objective is based on several premises.
One of the major premises establishes that the appraisal of managerial performance is not an activity autonomous from other activities of the firm. Over the
years, the concept of MBO has been variously described, evolved, and modified
by analysts of different schools of thought (see [4], [5], [6]). However, generally
the main message has not changed, namely the effective management should be
guided by the vision and effort of the entire management team towards a common
goal or aim for continuous improvement of the efficiency of the wider management
and consequently the entire staff in the corporation. As a result, the MBO system,
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if properly implemented, permeates the entire organization and allows individual
employees to focus on actions crucial from the perspective of a large corporation
as a whole.
A correctly implemented MBO provides a powerful framework for:
articulating expectations to the individual worker and their enforcement;
optimizing of the organizational structure, as areas of responsibility will become more precisely defined and actually observed;
providing effective support for the managers in solving the difficult problem
of delegation of duties;
ensuring effective monitoring procedures for the achievement of the defined
objectives to allow correction and improvement of the work quality of individual employees;
ensuring fair employee evaluation based on objective criteria and consequently improving the effectiveness of rewarding and promoting.
The structure of the MIS system can be very complicated and implemented in different technologies. Increasingly, MIS is considered as an Unified Platform for
Integrating Internal Business Units, operations with Customers and the classical
MIS based on a data warehouse.
Omitting technical details and feedback related to the Information Movement
and Communication MIS can be schematically presented in the Fig. 1.
After the implementation of MIS the organization has a powerful tool to support the budget and monitoring process of the organizational units involved in this
process. MIS contributes:
to increase competitiveness and effectiveness of managers in the decisionmaking process and solving of different problems which appear in managing
an organization;
to provide effective and uniform procedures for budget planning and monitoring as well as financial reporting;
to improve analysis that can help management increase efficiency;
to help link the variable part of an individual’s salary with the achieved results;
to improve employee involvement in the budget process defining and implementation of the budget targets, so that employees better understand their participation in the results achieved by the entire organization.
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products, services
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II. Processes that create detailed
information structures
The structures contain uniform information divided
into areas and periods with fixed frequency.
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logistics, service processes
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frequency: year, quarter, mont , week, day,

III.Data warehouse repository
A database warehouse is one large Data Repository of all business related information including all
historical data of the business organization ,can support web or text mining in order to leverage data
and transform or aggregate them into useful information.

IV.Data marts
A data mart is a repository of data gathered from operational data and other sources that is
designed to serve a specific group of employees of a corporation.

DM1

DM2

....

V.Procesess of information sharing
static reports

dynamic reports

DMn

reports and
information
generated by
the BI

Figure 1. Traditional MIS architecture

2. How to achieve the optimal implementation of the MIS system
A typical MIS is the system of providing information to people who make
choices about the disposition of valuable resources in a timely, accurate, and complete manner at a minimum of cognitive and economic cost for acquisition, pro-
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cessing, storage, and retrieval. Moreover most of it is restricted to the enlarged
financial perspective. However, most international financial institutions have implemented the MIS tools in the form of CRM (and / or ISO9001) and Balanced
Scorecard (BSC) for each business unit.
The balanced scorecard is an evaluation tool that covers four essential perspectives: financial, customer, internal process, and learning and growth.
However, the MBO system goes much further then MIS , because of focusing on the objectives / tasks for individuals (in organizational units). The concept
of the unified Balanced Scorecard for processes and activities has been discussed in
numerous articles and books. This method could be cascaded not on the functional
structure of the organization but on processes and activities. Due to bottom up orientation there can be noticed different aspects (important from the strategy point
of view) which could not be seen using only the top down approach (interesting
presentation of this idea together with the case study can be found in the works [7],
[8] and [9]).
This means that the successful implementation of MBO results requires, in
principle, that the cascaded BSC should be applied to processes (and subprocesses)
and actions. By contrast, operational control and continuous improvement of processes and activities are much more important to a large bank than dealing with
the organizational structure.
However, this means that the rights and responsibilities in relationships in a
large commercial bank are complex and can not be described in terms of one hierarchical structure (there is a need to develop many structures reflecting these relationships).
Therefore, in large organizations (companies) the responsibility structures are
added in addition to the organizational structures . These structures are much more
complex and describe the major areas of an employee's job or position and include
comprehensive job descriptions as well as conditions of the individual Contract of
Employment and the Bonus payment conditions.
Therefore, it is necessary to add the following features to the typical MIS:
introduction of standard indicators covering the financial and non-financial
aspects of activity and making their detailed definitions (so-called blue
book) available to the MBO participants ( note holders);
implementation of a calculation engine for the adopted set of indicators,
which generally do not aggregate up;
KPI (Key Performance Indicators) monitoring of various activities according
to established structures of responsibility;
Implementation of an engine intended to calculate complex KPI’s (so-called
dots calculation);
The implementation of the so-called appeal procedures for each KPI.
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Furthermore, it is necessary to maintain historical information. Classical MIS
gathers standardized information for a specified period (2-5 years ) based on the
current business model . Generally the business model is improved each year (
annual changes include some historical information of the previous year). However, MBO participants (note holders) should have access to the data from the previous year according to the old model. This will allow them to appeal against the
settlements of MBO notes. Furthermore, in December of the same year, they
should have historical information for the current year according to the current
model .In addition, it should be possible to implement KPI line forecast for December 31 for all participants (several thousand) at different levels within the hierarchy of responsibility. These forecasts are prepared in 3 scenarios: pessimistic,
expected and optimistic.
In addition to the current value of KPI, MBO participants receive information about the expected end-year performance, (the value of the synthetic index
is calculated for each note in points). The three scenarios (sometimes a greater
number is generated) allow employees better estimation of the amount of reserves
to be created in each quarter for the payment of bonuses, which is done in the
second quarter of the following year.
In conclusion, new MBO rules require significant changes in software procedures presented in Figure 1 and in the internal processes in MIS.
3. Key participants in the MBO process and their role
A central unit often called the MIS Data Management Department plays a
key role in the process of creation, management and sharing information.
It carries out its functions through cooperation with the IT and Finance divisions and units involved in controlling individual organizational divisions (business
lines and support lines).The heads of the HR and Finance departments are the natural owners of the MBO process, which is usually coordinated centrally by a designated coordinator.A special MBO unit in the finance department is responsible for
the technical implementation of the process of designation of tasks, monitoring
and annual assessment of task achievement.
Its primary role, shared with the HR and Compliance Departments, to coordinate the process of determining the tasks for all participants in accordance with the
current strategy and annual budget. Its responsibilities include issuing notes to
individual participants and ensuring their monitoring an a monthly basis and yearend accountability.To make this possible, this special organizational unit cooperates closely with the controlling units that support the process of setting a series of
sets of tasks in their business lines. The responsibilities of this unit, with the sup-
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port of other units of the Finance and Compliance Departments, also include issuing opinions on the proposed set of KPIs (together with their weights and standards) in terms of compatibility with the budget and strategy and their transparent
accountability. The process of issuing opinions is about verifying that the probability of the scenario, that at least 80% of the MBO participants complete their tasks
at a satisfactory level while the Bank does not achieve the budget objectives, is
very low. This analysis obviously requires adequate resources and support by the
Department of Data Management (DMD). And this is why a dedicated MBO unit
should cooperate very closely with the DMD in supplying necessary data for analysis as well as in the further development of MIS.
Active participation in setting ambitious but realistic tasks on the line supervisor-subordinate is a critical key to successful MBO and MIS concept implementation. The MBO participants must have access to indispensable and reliable information.. It can be delivered only by a centrally coordinated MIS. It is a very
challenging task for the DMD department that must keep up with changes in the
bank.
4. Cumulative result assessment in the center of responsibility
A synthetic index that translates the results into numerical values on a fixed
scale is needed to evaluate the completion of the tasks and translate them into the
annual bonus. Usually, to calculate an overall performance score for an objective
KPI, Point Engine computes a normalized, weighted average according to the
weight described in the note. Normalization converts individual KPI values to a
common scale, and makes it possible to obtain a synthetic indicator for a group of
KPIs. The literature provides many techniques for normalization (see, e.g. [10],
[11], [12]). They are useful for comparing different units to each other, for example in terms of efficiency, profitability, etc., and they can be used for example to
allocate bonuses from the bonus fund, the total amount of which is determined in
an aggregated form.The case of MBO objectives, it is not so much about normalization as about the assessment of the result against the established standards, i.e.
translation of the resulting value of the KPI to a point scale, not necessarily using
an injective function. The idea is that participants should focus on achieving their
own objectives as close as possible to the agreed level. Very often functions of
assessing the performance of tasks for various quantitative KPIs (i.e. those with
values on the interval scale) are defined using three parameters: a, b and c,
(a b c). The default values of the parameters are: 80, 100 and 120 points, respectively.
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For example, we could define a function using the following formulas:
0

f ( x)

for x
(x-a)
80
for a x
(b-a)
(x-b)
100
for b x
(c-b)
120
for x

a

0

b

,

g ( x)

c
c

80

for x
for a

a

x b

100 for b x c
120
for x c

(1)

Of course, such functions are used when the KPI is a stimulant (e.g. income, sales,
volume of deposits, etc.). In the case of destimuli (e.g. operating costs) an accordingly modified formula is used. Some indicators (KPI) are qualitative, not based on
some metrics, i.e. they are not directly measurable. In such cases, the performance
evaluation is carried out by the immediate supervisor. The supervisor, based on a
properly prepared report, evaluates the employee's work performance using rate
points with values in the range [80, 120]. The total score of the responsibility center for which the note was issued is given by the following formula:
W

w1 X 1
0

w2 X 2

...

wk X k if w1 X 1 w2 X 2 ... wk X k 80,
if w1 X 1 w2 X 2 ... wk X k 80

(2)

where k is the number of KPIs in the note, (i 1, ..., k, w1 + ... + wk 1) and
1, ..., k) is a point for the i-th KPI.
The value of the synthetic index W, can be calculated through the given formula and translated to the value of the annual bonus that is paid according to a
fixed algorithm.
Xi (i

5. Calculation and management module for MBO notes
The Application which is dedicated to supporting the MBO process should be
a fully integrated solution with the central MIS system. Ideally, it should be one of
many processes inside the MIS. Typically, in the first phase of MBO implementation it is usually a separate application that runs in reduced functionality mode and
only supports the process of calculating and managing MBO contracts. A typical
initial solution scheme is shown in Figure 2. The presented solution usually comprises three main components:
The KPI engine to calculate indicators for each selected responsibility center, main repository to hold the data with low-level metric values of all the
individual components. This solution allows MOB participants to track
changes at the detailed level.
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A Contract Management module that contains three small engines: Points
Engine used to convert results to 120 points scale, Bonus Engine used to
calculate the annual bonus payable, Contract Engine used to generate pdf
documents and to monitor and to account for individual contracts;
Interactive layer of the presentation - user interfaces (typically in the first
phase of the implementation of the MBO system these are simplified solutions based on basic office tools).
MIS
KPI engine
Monitoring

permormance
Accounting
HR Repository

Controling
Repository

MBO process management module

Points Engine

Other
repositories

Appeal handler

Bonus Engine
Contracts MBO
Repositorium

document
circulation

presentation layer and data handling processes

setting objectives
MIS Repository , input
data , information

Contract Engine

Figure 2. General formulation and a solution scheme for MBO and MIS

Of course, in the initial phase of the MBO implementation, the application
(actually its advanced prototype) usually – as is shown in Figure 1 - can access
corporate data not only from a central repository of MIS, but from various other
local repositories (e.g. HR repository, Business Control repository). This makes it
necessary for the MBO module to have its own repository of all data, including
definitions and standards of individual KPIs and the values of indicators that are
used in monthly monitoring and annual settlement of contracts.
Thus, in the first years of implementation, MBO participants (note holders)
receive monitoring notes with fairly long delays after the end of each month (including only the KPI values for a given reporting period). Therefore, they are not
able to check whether a particular transaction was included in the monthly settlement. A similar situation occurs at the time of the annual settlement). This can be
considered as a big weakness of the MBO system, especially by managers / line
workers who often collect selected data for the purpose of subsequent verification
of the settlement.
Therefore, a successful implementation of the MBO system requires full integration with the corporate MIS, without the need of intermediate data repositories
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and additional synchronization of data. This, of course, may require major changes
to the existing corporate MIS, most of which are described in Section 2. However,
to ensure full support to MBO participants, in addition to reviewing the monthly
monitored notes in the information HR kiosk, every note holder should see the
effects of his/her daily work on the value of KPI indicators (at the lowest level of
aggregation down to individual transactions ). Only the achievement of such an
advanced implementation level allows to obtain the full benefits of MBO in a large
financial institution.
This functionality, based on the tools delivered by SAS Institute Poland, a division of SAS Institute Inc. USA, is built by a group of commercial banks. One of
the banks, which began cooperating with this division in the mid-nineties is Pekao
Bank.
6. Conclusion
The MIS system designers face difficulties, because most of the banks are reluctant to provide information of the implementation of MIS. The Bank's management believes it has a competitive advantage in the market thanks to the use of
such tools. Thus, there is little information in the literature which looks at the financial impact of implementing advanced MIS systems and advanced systems of
remuneration. There are only selected results of case studies presented by young
scholars or even dry press releases (see [1] and [12]). More information about the
implementation of a management information system in an organization can be
obtained at conferences organized by vendors of IT tools and by consulting firms.
Unfortunately, this information is often prepared for marketing purposes and it is
nearly impossible to verify independently. However, based for instance on SAS
Users Conference reports, it can be assumed that since the year 2000 most banks
began to gradually implement software for managing and improving remuneration
systems. One of these projects is the implementation of MIS and MBO systems.
The MBO has different variations, because the pure form has had many opponents
over the years, the most famous of which has been prof. Edwards Deming (see [2]).
Implementation of MBO system modules in a corporate MIS is an important aspect
of the practical use of MIS in the classical approach to this subject. Independent
measurement of the effectiveness of such an implementation can be done using
some analytic approximations based on publicly available financial statements.
In the description section of such financial statements, in addition to efficiency indicators, one can find useful information about management. Pekao S.A. Bank
is one of the banks that properly implemented both MBO and remuneration systems at the beginning of the twenty-first century. It was done utilizing the previously implemented MIS. Figure 3 shows changes of the three main indicators of efficiency for the commercial banking sector and for Pekao S.A. Bank. Figure 3 shows
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remarkable efficiency of the bank over the period 2001-2012 (first semester). In
addition, it should be emphasized that the presented period was not easy for all
banks. Additionally, during this period a globally unique process of dividing the
BPH bank into several tiers and acquiring some of them was performed by Pekao
S.A. Bank.
Figure 3 also shows that the distance between Pekao SA and the whole banking sector is decreasing. This may reflect the fact that over the past few years, more
and more commercial banks have implemented advanced tools enabling banks to
modernize their management processes. Some of them are implementing the MBO
system. E.g. Raiffeisen Bank Poland did it in early 2009. On the other hand, it
may indicate that the pace of improvement of processes and associated development in the central MIS at Pekao S.A. has weakened in comparison to the changes
in the sector as a whole. However, it should be noted that the gap is still large.
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Figure 3. Selected Efficiency Ratio for Pekao Bank and the commercial banking sector
in Poland(C/I costs/income ratio , ROA - return on assets, ROE - return on equity).
Source: own case study based on data from the Polish Financial Supervision Authority and
the financial statements of Pekao Bank
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COMPUTER QUALITY MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
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The article presents a computer-aided tool for quality management
support, on the example of a farm involved in breeding cattle. The motivation
for a tool to support farm management was the need to standardize the
documentation including different types of records, discrepancies and to
facilitate the archiving process. The project was developed in an Excel
spreadsheet, with the principle of the most user-friendly interface between
the user and the used support tool. The advantage of the project is the
possibility to use it analogically in other farming industries, and the
possibility of tool expansion, possible by adding modules depending on
particular requirements of the farmer. The main reason to address the issue
presented in the article is the lack of applicable IT solutions that would
support farmers in farm management, and the willingness to show that a huge
step may be done easily, as regards improvement in work, raising its quality
and time-saving.
Keywords: management, system, quality, IT support, agriculture, documentation

1. Introduction
The accession of Poland to the European Union allowed Polish farming
industry to successfully compete with the farming of the Western countries. Area
subsidies to agricultural land, along with numerous funds, support the development
of farming, providing opportunities for production increase, investment in modern
machinery or increasing profitability. Along with these chances, however,

appropriate requirements occur for the farmers to keep proper documentation.
Official controls cause a lot of trouble to farmers, which in turn makes them
unwilling to keep proper records due to possible penalties or sanctions imposed for
errors in the documents. The core of the problem may lie in the fact that in the past,
on many farms, no detailed documentation was filled, therefore the present
requirements are something new and unknown to the farmers. The solution in this
area might be simple IT applications, elements of information systems. Enterprises
functioning on the market have always had more or less developed information
systems. Today, however, thanks to the development of information technology
and in relation to the existing market situation, information systems are more
complex. By providing selected and relevant information, they are crucial to the
success of the organization. It is thanks to the technological development that one
may observe the growing consolidation of information- and IT systems. Even if
today the differences between them seem relatively noticeable, in future they are
not going to be so obvious. However, one should remember that even most
developed information systems are only tools in the hands of people, designed to
gather information supposed to facilitate efficient management of a business entity.
2. Characteristics and analysis of documentation in the entity being the
subject of the case study
The farm that is the subject of the analysis and the project is located in the
Lodz region. Its size is about 40 ha of arable land of class 3, 4 and 5 and about 6 ha
of meadows. The farm is run by two persons and involved in rearing cattle for meat
and dairy, beef cattle, and the cultivation of plants that at a later stage serve for
animal feed. The growth at the moment is 42 head of cattle of which 15 units are
dairy cows, 12 bulls of above 1 year of age, 10 calves younger than 1 year of age
and 5 heifers of less than 2 years of age. The plants cultivated are: wheat, triticale,
oats, barley and corn, both in silage and grain.
The documentation of the farm is completed and archived in paper form. This
causes certain difficulty with proper classification of documents, as well as
problems with finding them easily later. Despite the fact that the documentation is
stored in one place and marked appropriately, this manner of archiving is not the
most lucky choice, as the documents may be permanently damaged or lost this
way. Most of these documents has been designed by the Agency for Restructuring
and Modernization of Agriculture (Agencja Rozwoju i Restrukturyzacji Rolnictwa,
ARMiR), therefore it is important that the completed documents were aesthetic and
with no errors. Due to the possibility of inspection, the records must be carried out
systematically.
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The basic inventory of the documentation on the farm includes:
- Cattle Herd Book of Registration,
- cattle passports,
- responses to the application to allocate a pool of numbers for cattle.
The main document on the farm, under special supervision, is the Cattle Herd Book
of Registration (Polish acronym: KRSB), which was developed by ARMiR and
contains data on all head of cattle currently in the herd.
The owner of the animal is obliged to complete the KRSB with information
on the cattle owned, as well as update the data continuously (within 7 days from
the event). KRSB is filled in block letters. Chronological order and sequence
numbering must be maintained. One page is designed for 12 animals. The title page
contains the name of the owner of the animal, the address and number of the farm,
as well as the address and number of the place where the herd is housed. The
following pages contain information on the animals, where in appropriately
designed columns, one should provide:
- the ordinal number of the animal in the book,
- the full identification number of the animal,
- day, month and year of birth,
- day, month and year of inclusion in the herd (does not apply to animals
born in the herd),
- the code of event that caused the animal’s arrival to the herd, as well as
data on the animal’s origin (in case of purchase of the animal, one should
enter the name, surname and address of the previous owner, or the number
of the dwelling of the herd from which the animal came; if the animal was
born in the herd for which KRSB is run, it is enough to enter the code
“U”, meaning birth (from Polish “urodzenie”).
- ‘XX” for females, “XY” for males; additionally, for cows, the date of
their first calving, while for bulls – the castration date,
- the letter code of the breed,
- the identification number of the mother of the animal,
- date, month and year of the diminution from the herd,
- the code of the event that caused the diminution of the herd by this one
animal,
- the data about the place where the animal was passed on, i.e. the name,
surname or proper name, address and number of the dwelling of the herd,
the number of the slaughterhouse or the rendering plant.
Additionally, in KRSB there are event codes and a list of letter codes to indicate
the breed of cattle.
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Apart from the documents mentioned above, the following forms are
completed on a farm:
- application for registration of cattle,
- notification on cattle movement,
- notification of death,
- application for duplicates of tags,
- application to allocate a pool of numbers for cattle.
3. The project of computer support on a farm
3.1. Description of the tool
The analysis of the farm in question showed that it causes big problems to a
farmer to fill in or archive the documentation. Therefore, an authoring tool was
designed, with the use of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, containing the registry of
the cattle on the farm. The registry is supposed to help the owner run
documentation related to the animals. Besides, it allows the farmer to look at each
animal individually. The advantage of the registry is its simplicity and clarity,
thanks to which the tool may be used by a person with very basic computer skills.
The tool consists of five tabs, including:
- Registration of Cattle,
- Animal Welfare,
- Rotation in the Herd,
- Animal Feed,
- Documentation.
In the “Registration of Cattle” sheet, there is a list of all animals on the farm. The
columns of this list include:
- the location of the animal (the cowshed number),
- tag number,
- birth date,
- age,
- sex,
- breed,
- the number of mother’s tag,
- technological group,
- insemination date,
- calving date.
The “Location” column in the register of cattle refers to the three buildings on the
premises of the farm. It is Cowshed no 1, Cowshed no. 2 and Cowshed no.3. The
owner has the possibility to choose given location for every item from the
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dropdown list. “Tag Number” is the individual animal number, consisting of 14
characters. The first two positions are the country of the animal’s origin, the next
two characters are the numbers of the tag series, while the last character is the
control number. The tag number for an animal is received from ARMiR after filing
appropriate application for cattle ear tags. In the “Birth Date” column, the user
puts the date of birth of a given item. The age of the animal is automatically
calculated and returned in the “Age (Month)” column. The person working on the
tool, enters the sex of the animal in the “Sex” column, using XX or XY. The
“Breed” column refers to the breed of the animal. In the cells of this column, the
name of the breed is assigned to a unique letter code of each breed of cattle. The
letter codes for breed that are used in this tool, are accepted by ARMiR. In this
case, the choice of the breed is made from the drop-down list. The letter codes of
every breed, together with their explanations, are placed in a commentary placed in
the “Breed” cell. To show the comment, one needs to click the “Breed” cell and
move the cursor in the right top corner of the cell. Figure 1 presents the letter codes
for the breed of cattle.

Figure 1. Letter codes for cattle breed, along with their full names,
in the commentary of the “Breed” cell

In the “Number of Mother’s Tag”, the user provides the number of the tag of
the mother to a given item of cattle. Despite the fact that currently the farm owners
do not have the obligation to provide the number of the tag worn by the father of
the animals that have been bred, works are being carried out at present to
implement such requirement. Therefore, for easier use of the registry in the future,
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the created tool contains the column “Father’s Tag Number” (currently hidden).
Thanks to the use of particular Microsoft Excel functions, the cells in the column
“Technological Group” are filled automatically, on the completion of the previous
fields. The symbol of the technological group consists of a two-letter code. In the
farm under discussion, there are five technological groups of animals. These are
(with their respective acronyms in Polish):
- Dairy Cows - KM;
- Dry Cows – KZ;
- Beef Cattle – BO;
- Youths – M;
- Heifers – J.
Every technological group has a different composition of the feed ascribed to it,
given to animals from a particular group. The list of letter codes of technological
groups, together with the legend, is placed in a commentary for the “Technological
Group” cell. Displaying the commentary is done in a way as in case of the
commentary in the “Breed” cell. The “Date of Insemination” column refers only to
the dairy cows, dry cows and heifers over 14 months of age, as this is the age when
heifers are inseminated for the first time. The user, provides the insemination date
in this column. The cells of the “Calving Date”, the birth date is returned
automatically, with consideration top the fact that pregnancy in cows lasts about
280 days. These cells refer to the same technological groups as the cells of
“insemination date” column. After using particular functions, the tool
automatically changes the technological group and the kind of feed taken by the
cow, in the “Technological Group” cells from KM (dairy cow) to KZ (dry cow),
two months before planned calving.
Another sheet in the Excel sheet: “Animal Welfare” contains a list with the
history of animals’ diseases, vet visits or any other possible remarks regarding any
dealings with the animals during treatment. In the “Tag Number” column, the user
selects from the number of the animal’s tag from the drop-down list. The number
of items in the drop-down list is dependent on the animals entered in the
“Registration of Cattle”. The cells in “Age” and “Technological Group” columns
are filled automatically. The tool takes these data from “Registration of Cattle” and
returns it in respective cells. In the cell of the “Disease” column and “Vet Visit
Date”, the user enters the name of the disease or condition diagnosed by the vet
and the date of their visit on the farm. The “Observations” column contains
information useful to the user. The information there may regard the way of
dealing with a sick animal, medicines used, the date of subsequent visit of the vet,
or the date of recovery of the given item of cattle.
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The third Excel file sheet “Herd Rotation” contains all information
concerning the rotation of the cattle herd on the farm. This information regards
purchase, sales and diminution of animals. The headers of this list include:
- tag number,
- birth date,
- arrival/Leaving date,
- event,
- origin/destination.
The choice in the cells of the “Tag Number” column is done by means of a dropdown list form the “Registration of Cattle” sheet. The proceedings are analogical
to those in the column of the same name in the “Animal Welfare” sheet. The cells
in the “Birth Date” column are filled automatically, after picking a given number
in the “Tag Number” column. Information on birth date is taken from
“Registration of Cattle”. The dates in “Arrival/Leaving Date” are the dates when a
given animal joined or left the herd. The cells in the “Event” column are filled with
the choice of a given event from the drop-down list. The index of possible events
accessible in the drop-down list includes purchase, sales, sales for slaughter, death.
In the cells of the “Origin/Destination” column, the user provides information of
the origin or destination of the animals, depending on what event took place in a
given case. The origin of the animal, in case of a purchase of an item of cattle, is
the number of the herd from which the animal came. In case of sales for slaughter
or death of the animal, this field should include the number of herd to which the
animal has been sold, the registration number of the slaughterhouse, or the
establishment that received the carrion. This column includes a commentary
making it easier for the user to choose particular origin or destination of the animal
in the existing event.
The fourth sheet of the designed Excel file – “Animal Nutrition” contains two
tables. One of them shows the daily portion of forage and roughage given to the
animals from a particular technological group. Figure 2 shows the daily dose of
feed for each technological group.

Figure 2. The table of daily feed dose, expressed in kilos, for a given group

The second table in “Animal Nutrition” is a pivot table. It shows, which
particular items of cattle belong to a given technology group, along with their
location and age. Thanks to the use of the sorting function, the table displays only
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those tag numbers, which belong to a given technological group (KM, KZ, BO,
J, M). Figure 3 shows an example of the use of the pivot table data sorting in
“Animal Nutrition”.

Figure 3. Pivot table data sorting for the BO technological group

In the last file sheet, named “Documentation”, there are links to Microsoft
Word files. At the moment, the section contains links to the instructions of milking
and feeding, however the documentation may be extended at any time, by other
helpful documents. To open a document of our choice, one should click the
appropriate link. Figure 4 shows the list of documents of the “Documentation”
sheet.

Figure 4. “Documentation”

The document “INSTRUCTION FOR MILKING” contains instructions on all
activities performed during milking the cows. These activities are divided into
three parts: Pre-Milking, Milking and Post-Milking activities. The
“INSTRUCTION FOR FEEDING” document contains instructions regarding
feeding the cattle on the farm under discussion. It contains a table with the feed
doses, provided to each of the technological groups, along with the information on
the sequence of feed distribution. These documents are particularly useful in
situations when the owner needs to be replaced in their duties, e.g. due to illness,
by the third party. Following these instructions will ensure the right milking and
feeding of the animals, by giving the executed actions appropriate standard in these
instructions, thus eliminating or minimizing any non-compliance that may arise.
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3.2. Instructions of use for the tool
Entering the data into the registry may be done in two ways. The first one is
entering data through a form. To open it, one should click on any cell in the list in
the “Register of Cattle”, then choose “Data” and “Form” from the menu (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. The choice of the form

After clicking on Form, a new dialog box will open. This form contains
information on all records enlisted in the “Registration of Cattle” sheet.

Figure 6. Form for “Registration of Cattle”

In order to add a new record, click ‘New’ and fill in the appropriate fields (Fig. 7).
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Figure 7. Filling a new record

After entering the data, click “Close”, and the new record will be added to the
list. The functions of the form also make it possible to delete the records from the
list. In order to do that, one should choose the right record that is to be removed
and click “Delete”.
The second way to enter data to the registry is by adding them directly to the
list. To do this, choose the cell in the last record of the list and enter the data in
respective cells. In “Location” and “Breed”, the selection is done by choosing
appropriate item from the drop-down list. Entering data in the “Animal Welfare”
and “Herd Rotation” may also be done by these two ways and it is up to the tool
user which method will be applied.
The designed tool also allows soring data in the registry. Thanks to this
option, records corresponding to the user’s current needs may be obtained easily.
For example, in order to obtain only the records of female animals from the
technological group M, in columns “Sex” and “Technological Group” one needs to
click the button in the right bottom corner of the cell and choose appropriate
sorting. Figure 8 presents a similar example.

Figure 8. Data sorted according to criteria: female sex, technological group M
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Similarly, one may use sorting for other criteria. The list in the “Animal
Welfare” and “Herd Rotation” sheets also contain the sorting option in each
column.
4. Summary
The opportunity to use assistance provided by the European Community
allows Polish agriculture farms to expand their production. This is also connected
with keeping documentation, which, for many farm owners, is too big a challenge.
So far, the documentation kept by the farmers was relatively narrow in scope,
limited to collecting invoices and receipts, calculating gains and losses. After May
2004, every agricultural farm breeding animals has the obligation to run
appropriate registries. In case of the farm under discussion, the most important
document is the Book of Registration of Cattle Herds (Księga Rejestracji Stada
Bydla). In most cases, farmers keep the documentation in paper form, which is a
relatively obsolete method. Filling the documents in such way may lead to errors
made while entering data. Archiving of paper documentation may be troublesome
to a farmer, while bad storage may lead to its loss or damage. Also, it is
cumbersome and time-consuming to search for information in paper
documentation. Due to the above, it was decided to design a support tool for
running the cattle herd registry on an agricultural farm. The application used for
design of the above-mentioned tool was Microsoft Excel. The choice was
motivated by high versatility of the program. Microsoft Excel is widely used in
companies, institutions and by users at home. The biggest asset of this program is
the ease of use and the possibility to store and process big amount of data. By
applying respective mathematical, financial, statistical logical or information
functions, as well as databases, working with the program is pleasant, while
information obtained is easy to learn for almost every user. It’s additional
advantage is the popularity of Microsoft Office. Most computers, not only in
company offices, but also private households, are equipped with this product. On
the discussed farm, there is a computer with Microsoft Office, and so the designed
tool supporting registration of cattle may be used by the owner without problems.
The tool makes it easy to enter the data into the register, change them quickly if
need be, and sort it without problems, according to the appointed criteria. The tool
also performs information function for the persons who do not work permanently
on the farm, and are employed only temporarily by the owner, to help in the
periods where there is most work (e.g. harvest time). The user has the opportunity
to trace the medical history or origins of every animal in the herd of cattle, and thus
identify them. The application may be extended and changed depending on the
needs in order to tailor the tool better to the actual conditions on the farm. It should
be noted that the designed tool is applicable not only to the farm which was the
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focus point during the design phase, as it may be very successfully used on other
farms, after implementing appropriate changes. Also the problem of data archiving
has been solved, as the applied tool takes little space on the hard drive of the
computer, or portable disks (such as USB drive or CD), therefore one may also
create several backup copies and no longer worry about the loss or damage of data,
The user of the program also has the possibility to print either fragments or all
needed information from the register.
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The paper describes risk management process on the basis of one of leading methodologies Prince2 in e-learning project management. There have
been defined basic ideas connected with project risk and Prince2 methodology. The main aim is to show practical side of risk management, techniques
used for risk identification and assessment, common mistakes of project
leaders and managers as well as necessary document templates. The work
contains numerous tables and schemes which are aimed at better presentation
of the discussed problem.
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1. Introduction
For most of us risk is associated with something negative, with the threat and
loss. But there is no single definition of risk. According to the New Dictionary of
the Polish Language [1] risks include the possibility of failure, loss, and action that
can have such effects.
Actually there are two concepts of risk: 1st The negative concept of risk and
2nd Neutral concept of risk.
Negative concept of risk is shown by examples in further part of the document. Such a concept is adopted for example in insurance, no one here will tell you
about the risk of injury as a chance but only as a threat [3].
While the first concept of risk represents the possibility of not achieving the
desired effect a neutral concept, says the risk is not only in the context of risk but

also opportunity. For example, it is a good chance that the construction of a new
national stadium will be completed earlier than planned.
The aim of this paper is to present topic of risk management in e-learning projects. An important aspect is to show the relevance of the difficulties but also the
proper subject of risk management.
The risk is the state that results from the uncertainty about the possible occurrence of negative situation that may have consequences to the project. Therefore,
the project with a high level of risk is such an initiative in which the overall assessment of potential adverse influence of risks lies beyond the acceptance limits.
Intuitively speaking, the risk may be defined as the possibility of lowering the
overall success of the undertaken initiative.
In order to make the right decisions, management should not only be familiar
with these factors, their strength, relationships and the dynamics of change, but
also have the practical possibility of their simulation and forecasting. [8] If it happens that a project fails when it is already deployed (it is not able to fulfill some of
the previously imposed requirements and expectations), it is likely to be considered
as failure. If we wish to examine root causes that stand behind system failures, we
will definitely notice that the majority of them are not associated with technology.
Instead, they are associated with social and organizational aspects - they were either not appropriately considered, or were separated from the technological aspects.
It should be especially taken into account that these two aspects of the whole system (soft and technological) are developed in parallel. That is why, if it happens
that they are deployed separately, any mismatches that may appear may not be
detected until the project is in its final stage. As a consequence, they appear to be
invariably expensive and time-consuming in the context of correction, and can
even result in project abandonment.
2. Identifying potential risks in e-learning
When taking into consideration project ultimate success and key factors to obtain such state, possible failure must also be included. That is why, there is a need
to broke it down into these following, more detailed levels:
a) Process failure - when project is not completed within the imposed constraints (ex: time, scope budget, quality etc.).
b) Expectation failure - when the systems do not correspond with user expectations.
c) Interaction failure - when users express negative attitude towards the
system.
d) Correspondence failure - when there is no match between planned objectives and the system.
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A fundamental importance, from the project’s success viewpoint is undoubtedly
understanding and then practical application of these key aspects.
Let us assume that e-learning project consists of LMS preparation (setting up)
and learning content creation phases. To identify potential risks several steps have
to be made:
Reviews of previous projects & project documentation,
Brainstorming
Interviews with stakeholders
SWOT analysis
Risks presented below were developed by experts in the field of e-learning implementations with the usage of Delphi method. Experts were asked to identify both
the most common and the most serious risks, that they believe generate problems
during implementation [9].
As a result of this study, 42 major issues were identified, 15 of them gained
the largest number of indications by individual experts and therefore they were
identified as key risks. These crucial risks in e-learning implementation are the
following:
a) The management of the organization does not have a centralized and organized knowledge about learning processes already defined
b) Inappropriate choice of suppliers, with no minimal experience in the specific knowledge
c) Improperly defined goals to obtain and expectations towards e-learning
implementation
d) Top management did not state the importance of the deployment among
employees which translates into a lack of support for the project
e) System Tests carried out inaccurately and/or incompletely, which leads to a
failure in detecting system errors
f) The implemented system does not correspond to the requirements and safety procedures and/or formal-legal regulation
g) Inappropriate Project Manager - that results in problems at the very beginning, mainly in implementation and enforcement of the work. That leads to
incorrect change management, risk management and scope management
h) The project team (on the client side) has not been appointed and
roles/accountability have not been defined yet
i) Scope creep - liquidity of the project scope (uncontrolled, large number of
changes)
j) Until the implementation starts, waveforms of target processes are not
specified. That leads to conversations on this subject during the implementation phase
k) Implementation costs have been underestimated which results in the lack of
financial resources to complete the implementation phase.
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l) As a result of an unclear division of competence/influence there is a risk
that those involved in project support will not have sufficient authority to
adopt roles and undertake tasks attributed to them. It can prolong decisionmaking (in connection with the need of escalating) or the inability to take
“strong” strategic decisions in the project.
m) As a result of poor ROI analysis, there is a risk that the validity and viability of the business case will be weakened and therefore project would become unprofitable.
n) Because various initiatives compete for the same employees, possible lack
of resources appears (such as overloading of key personnel, unavailability
of experts, unavailability of the necessary training or equipment), which
may lead to failure in the project not going according to the plan.

Figure 1. Example risk assessment method
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Table 1. Example risks in e-learning project
Examples
Risk of human factor:
a) departure of key employees of the company,
b) the employee's illness or vacation / personnel necessary to complete a certain stage of
the project,
c) not enough trained staff,
d) trained employees but at the wrong positions.
The risk of information systems:
a) a sudden interruption of business,
b) the failure of IT systems.
The risk of flaws in the process:
a) bad business practices,
b) defects in products,
c) the risk of not clarifying the process requirements.
The risk of internal events:
a) changes in the structure of the company,
b) loss of goodwill, and thus the loss of part of the project budget.
Risks associated with inaccurate estimation aspects temporarily - the financial project.
Risks associated with too optimistic reporting of progress of the project:
a) the deviation of actual product size in relation to the planned (e.g. length of code),
b) deviations in the implementation schedule,
c) deviations in the plan expenditure of funds,
d) variations in the number of errors and the effectiveness of their removal (projects shall
design software).
The risk of failure of the results of the project resulting quality criteria of external pressure on the project.
Risks associated with poor quality of the process design / implementation of the system
and a low degree of compliance with its definition.
Risks associated with the novelty and complexity of technological solutions and system.
The risk of a business:
a) the risk of marketing
b) market risk.
Risks arising from customer specifications such as:
a) an unrealistic schedule or budget,
b) inadequate functionality of the system,
c) the wrong user interface
d) hide design problems,
e) frequent changes in requirements.
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In next steps you have to prepare communications management plan. It describes
the strategy for keeping the project’s stakeholders sufficiently informed to avoid
any disappointment regarding cost, schedule or quality [6]. The plan identifies
what kind of information will be distributed to which stakeholders [7].
3. Risk assessment in e-learning project
The risk is uncertain event or set of events which, if they occur will have an
impact on the achievement of goal. A measure of risk is the product of the likelihood of perceived risk or chance, and the size of its impact on the objectives is
given by the formula (1), and the priority by the formula (2). In figure 1 preparation for working purposes in a spreadsheet is presented.

Risk

(1)

Likelihood Effect

Priority

Likelihood Impact
2

(2)

In the context of financial mathematics, risk has been interpreted as the degree
of variability in returns on investment. This way of looking at risk captures both
the probabilistic nature of risk and the element of uncertainty. However, it is a specialized measure that is rarely used outside the discipline [2].
Expected monetary value. This is a technique that allows you to specify a
monetary value on the expected cost impact of product risk and the likelihood of
this risk in formula (3).

EMV

Likelihood Impact

(3)

In example, if the cost, which you will incur in the event of materialization of
the risk is 40 000 PLN, and the likelihood of this risk is 25%, the expected monetary value will then be equal to 10 000 zł (40 000 zł * 0.25).
This technique is useful when you need a very concrete measure of risk with
categorization. The example of concrete calculation is presented in figure 2.
With probability/impact matrix of the Steering Committee of an e-learning
project can easily determine any risk tolerances. Darkened area covering the upper
right box of the matrix determines the boundary line; this is called risk tolerance
line. All risks, which will be located above this line, will require some action for
lowering any likelihood of the risk.
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The area in the lower left corner (white rectangles) is called "Safe area". For
risks located in this area it does not take any remedial action.
Many of factors can inhibit the success of an e-Learning project, and many of
them are associated with the project resources of people, time and money. Project
managers who are proactive in identifying potential resource-related risks on
an e-Learning project, and who are able to develop strategies to mitigate those
risks, will have a higher likelihood of successfully delivering the expected results
(table 2) [5].

Figure 2. Probability/Impact matrix

Implementation of risk response plans, identification of new threats, tracking
identified risks, monitoring residual risks, and assess the effectiveness of this process throughout the duration of the project. In this process, techniques such as
analysis of the deviations and trend analysis are applied (table 3).
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Table 2. Response Plan to the example risks (A-Avoidance, M-Mitigation)
Type of
Risk
Owner
Plan
reaction
Improperly
defined Program ManA
It is important to figure out
goals to obtain and ager, Project
how implementation will
expectations towards Manager
translate into (previously
e-learning implementamapped) learning processes.
tion
There is also a need to organize an efficient and effective
communication between departments involved in implementation process. Preliminary analysis of experienced,
external consultant is also
useful.
System Tests carried Technical
A
The availability of adequate
out inaccurately and/or Manager
resources to carry out tests
incompletely,
which
must be guaranteed. When
leads to a failure in
tests are successfully completdetecting system errors
ed, it is required to obtain a
tester’s signature of the conducted scenarios. Tests must
be performed on real data.
Inappropriate Project Managing
A
Project manager, who will not
Manager - that results Director,
allow for many initially unin problems at the very Vice President
planned changes – scope
beginning, mainly in
creep. Any changes must
implementation
and
always be accompanied by
enforcement of the
justification and careful analywork. That leads to
sis in terms of impact on the
incorrect change manproject. Change management
agement, risk manageprocess will ensure essential
ment and scope mandocumentation.
agement
The project team (on the Project ManM
Obtain a formal assignment of
client side) has not been ager on the
employees who are dedicated
appointed and roles / Client
to the project
accountability have not
been defined yet
Scope creep - liquidity Project ManM
Conduct an overall, prelimiof the project scope ager
nary analysis to determine
(uncontrolled,
large
business needs in the context
number of changes)
of selection of an appropriate
IT solution.
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Table 3. Concepts for monitoring identified risks
Risk

The concept of monitoring

The management of the organization does not have
a centralized and organized knowledge about business learning already defined

Monitoring and updating the
knowledge base in the organization in which business processes
are stored.
Cyclic meetings of the project
team and other stakeholders ensure that the objectives are clear
and understandable for everyone..
Verification of testing scenarios
in terms of their appropriateness
and completeness, before testers
start their work
Cyclic verification of compliance
with formal and legal regulations

Improperly defined goals to obtain and expectations
towards e-learning implementation

System Tests carried out inaccurately and/or incompletely, which leads to a failure in detecting
system errors
The implemented system does not correspond to the
requirements and safety procedures and/or formallegal regulation
Inappropriate Project Manager - problems from the
very start, mainly in implementation and enforcement of the work. That leads to incorrect change,
risk and scope management
Until the implementation starts, waveforms of target processes are not specified. That leads to conversations on this subject during the implementation phase

Implementation costs have been underestimated
which results in the lack of financial resources to
complete the implementation phase

Checking the compatibility of the
requirements for the position of
Project Manager with profiles of
potential candidates for this role
Before starting the implementation phase set of processes has to
be verified and appropriately
adjusted. During the implementation phase, further verification is
to be conducted as for validity
and accuracy of processes.
Verification of expenditure and
financial needs in a cyclic manner, accurately tracked and monitored consumption of the budget.
It should be conducted in advance
to be able to take corrective action
(ask for the additional amount)

4. Conclusion
The risk is and always will be inseparable from everyday life, both business and
activities of non-work activities. By taking the project any or a single task, we must
deal with uncertainty about its outcome and the course of its implementation [4].
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This study shows how important it is comprehensive look at the risks, how often they practice and what form should be used for risk management was effective.
The basic error of a large part of Project Managers is a theme playing down
the risks and treating it as a kind of formality. Very often begin to think seriously
about the risk at the time of its visibility, which entails the unexpected effects of
the project.
This work was presented one of the leading methodologies for project management and its approach to the subject of risk.
But whatever the methods employed, whether it is Prince2, PMI or Scrum,
each of which proposes a very clearly defined: tasks, roles, and documents. The use
of such methods in practice will allow a more structured and consistent approach to
risk. You should also consider whether your project does not use software to manage risks such as described in the work of the Risk Manager. The person managing
the risk must be borne in mind that risk management does not share, but a continuous process.
Risk management is not easy, but the sooner we learn to properly identify
risks, evaluate them and minimize their impact on the project, the more such projects we will be successful.
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SMART METERING – A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PROJECTS,
BENEFITS AND APPLICATIONS
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Smart metering is a topic that recently has attracted much attention all
over the world. Smart metering appears to be a remedy for rising prices of
electricity, gas or water. The evidence from many project running in Europe
and the USA showed that this technology is technically feasible and can generate the value added for the households and suppliers. In this paper we aim
to systematize the knowledge of smart metering solutions, point out the benefits of smart metering and present a short overview of the SMEPI project led
by Vedia S.A. in cooperation with GridPocket and SGGW.
Keywords: smart metering, smart grid, measurement, resources saving

1. Introduction
Smart metering generally concerns the usage of a „smart“ meter at customers
place and the regular process of reading, processing and giving the feedback of
consumption data to the customer. These „smart“ meters have been called smart
since the introduction of static meters due to the fact that they included at least one
microprocessor. For over 15 years smart meters were in use at big customers
(plants, huge companies) but only recently they are available for mass application
including households and small business. Nevertheless, it is still a rather slowly
emerging field, mainly due to the cost of smart meters, but also due to the lack of

the infrastructure that can manage both the meters network and the large amounts
of data from meters as well as provide devices for various end-user applications.
There is no universal definition of smart metering system but when referring
to the literature [3], [7] the following definition can be developed. Smart meters are
electronic measurement devices used by utilities to provide information about the
usage, billing and operating their electric systems, water, gas or heating. In order to
be intelligent, smart metering need to have the following features:
- automatic processing, transfer, management and utilisation of metering data;
- automatic management of meters;
- two way data communication protocol with meters;
- should provide meaningful and timely consumption information to the utilities
and their systems;
- should support services that enable the savings of energy, water, gas or heating.
These features help consumers with time-based pricing options, such as peaktime pricing and time-of-use prices, and detailed energy usage, cost and billing.
These features also enable utilities to manage better their infrastructure and line
losses. In this context a smart grid term also appears which is a grid or a system
that uses information and communications technology to operate based on the information about the behaviour of suppliers, intermediaries and end-users, to improve the efficiency, reliability, and sustainability of the production and distribution of electricity, water, gas or heating.
Usually, a smart metering system is considered for registry of electricity and
but also water, gas and heating usage registration is a possibility. In Figure 1, an
example of smart meter architecture and its functions are shown.

Figure 1. Scheme of example smart meter architecture
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Generally, a smart metering architecture consists of three elements:
a metering unit, a communication unit, and a central system with database. The
metering unit tracks the customer’s utility usage, provides information about the
usage and forecasts, processes the billing. The communication unit enables two
way communications with the utility supplier. The central system is on supplier’s
site and it has possibility, inter alia, to start/shut down the utility supply, to process
data for customer relationship purposes, and to archive data according to legal requirements.
2. Benefits and costs of smart meters and parties involved
Many benefits are attributed to smart metering, including lower operating metering cost, energy savings for individual customers, more reliability of supply,
variable pricing schemes to attract customers and easier detection of fraud.
Smart meters offer different benefits to different parties. Therefore, we should
distinct the users, distribution service companies (grid operators), energy, gas
and water suppliers, metering companies and the governments.
Smart metering is supposed to give individual customers such benefits as:
- more accurate and timely billing;
- possibility to benefit from demand flexibility;
- improved safety of the household and equipment through better power quality and breakdown management.
Additionally, to the benefits mentioned above, in SMEPI project we see other benefits (which is a great value added) such as: home appliances failure detection,
detection of waste, and detection of unexpected activity or inactivity. This would
be possible as a result of event recognition algorithms aimed to detect typical behaviour of the household.
On the other hand there are costs associated with smart meters roll out. Firstly, it is clear that the implementation of smart meters will be related to a number of
costs, ranging from the initial cost of the meters, communications costs to possibly
higher maintenance costs of electric devices. These greater costs will be accompanied by the benefits listed above and their balance will differ from implementation
to implementation. Secondly, smart metering systems are likely to consume more
power than conventional metering. Based on current technology and the increasing
number of function in meters, this could potentially raise residential electricity
demand by 0.5% [5]. Thirdly, smart meter systems are vulnerable to hacking as
they are widely accessible for extended periods and possess large amount of sensitive data. Therefore, there will be also a substantial cost of ensuring their current
and future security.
What concerns the grid operators, it is mainly the use of infrastructure that
can bring substantial benefits. In particular, networks monitoring in terms of power
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flows and faults gives grid operators a certain advantages: problems can be detected and solved faster; damages at customers’ sites and any risks exposing safety can
be avoided; efficiency of management and customer service can be improved.
What is more, with the implementation of smart metering technology, grid operators can better plan the use of infrastructure and balance the system, for instance in
terms of integration of renewable.
To the supplier, the smart meter offers possibilities to introduce demand response approach what is especially important on electricity market dealing with
peak loads. Electricity storage is expensive and causes substantial losses. Thus, it is
important to maintain the balance between generation and consumption in the system. Therefore, smart meters may become a gateway into the home of the customer, and provide the data about real usage to gain stability in the power system.
The metering companies face the challenge replacing old meters by new
smart meters. These smart meters require another type of operation including data
collection and data communication. Since smart meters introduce a high amount of
frequent data, all the processes and systems must be prepared accordingly. The data
collection process will be run independently as a continuous and fully automated
process (clients presence is not required), which would simplify daily routine at
metering company.
For governments improving competition and efficiency in energy markets
seems to be the most important aspect. The other thing is environmental aspect that
comes directly from energy savings but also due to the requirement to connect
small hydro power plants, wind plants or solar plants to the electricity market to
use of renewable energy sources instead of power plants using fossil fuel what
increases greenhouse gas emission.
Smart metering enhances competition on the energy market (also applicable,
to some extent, on gas and water markets) in following ways [4]:
- providing correct metered data allows to shorten or possibly to automate retail
energy supplier switching procedures;
- it makes it easier for retail electricity suppliers to gain metered data for potential customers and make better electricity contract offers to them;
- smart metering diminishes technical barriers between national markets and
makes it possible to create international electricity retail markets;
- new products that improve demand response may bring more price elasticity
to the market thus reducing the risk for electricity market failures and collusive market behaviour.
3. Smart metering in Poland and Europe
Due to the regulatory push by the European Union’s Third Energy Market
Package, most EU Member States have or are about to implement some form of
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legal framework for the installation of smart meters [1]. UE directive (2009/72/CE)
states if the roll-out of smart meters is assessed positively, at least 80 % of consumers should be equipped with intelligent metering systems by 2020.
Moreover, in some UE member countries electronic meters with bidirectional
communication are installed for economic reasons even without any specific legal
requirements.
The following figure (Fig. 2) provides an overview of the legal and regulatory
situation in relation to the process of implementation of smart metering technologies and services with the goal of achieving energy savings. Austrian Energy
Agency report [1] classified European countries in five groups.

Figure 2. Overview of the implementation and regulations concerning smart metering
systems in Europe. Source: [1]

There are countries called “dynamic movers” which can be characterized by a
clear path towards a full rollout of smart metering or the major pilot projects have
been running.
The other group consists of “market drivers”, that is the countries where no
legal requirements for a rollout have been prepared but some legally responsible
metering companies starts with the installation of electronic meters. Either because
of internal synergetic effects or because of their customer demands.
“Ambiguous movers” countries represent a situation where the legal or regulatory framework has been prepared to some extent. However, due to lack of clarity
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within the framework, at this point only some system operators have decided to
install smart meters at their grids.
The “waverers” group, which also includes Poland, shows some interest in
smart metering from regulators, the utilities or the governments. However, corresponding initiatives have either just started, are still in progress or have not yet
resulted in a regulatory push towards smart metering implementation on a larger
scale.
Finally, “laggards” group consists of countries where smart metering is not an
issue yet. This group consists of Latvia, Lithuania, Slovak Republic and, what is
surprising, Luxembourg.
In Poland, the driver for the implementation of smart metering in Poland is
EU Directive 2009/72/EC and the so-called 20-20-20 EU-goals by 2020. An important document defining directions of development of the Polish power sector is
the Polish Energy Policy until 2030 [9].
Smart Metering landscape in Poland (status at the end of 2011) can be described by a few business, research and science or government initiatives.
1. “Smart Power Grids – Poland” is consortium which consists of scientific and
economic institutions that was established at the Wroclaw University of Technology on 3 November 2010 by the Energy Regulatory Office, the Office of
Electronic Communications, the National Fund for Environmental Protection
and Water Management and Bank Zachodni WBK. The organization aims to
work on innovative technologies for the smart grid development. The consortium members will particularly deal with smart grids development as well as
tools used for its optimization, protecting and steering [http://www.smar
grids.pwr.wroc.pl].
2. Polish distributor Energa is a leader in smart metering innovation pilot testing.
The company started the exchange of counters procedure and at the end of this
process Energa plans to cover 70 percent energy transmitted to the customers
with smart metering solutions. The project is estimated at 1 billion PLN and
will cover about three million customers within the time span of seven years.
An expected outcome of the project is to reduce the price of energy distribution,
reduce technical losses by 4% and to reduce energy theft by 60%.
3. RWE operator has launched a pilot program for individual customers and provides them in devices designed to modernize the network measurement in the
future. At this time all counters that are installed in the operator RWE are prepared for remote reading of electronic meters. However, the supplier does not
have an action plan and it makes further decisions based on the regulatory requirements.
4. EnergiaPro is running the project worth 10 mln PLN and covering 20 thousand
of customers with intelligent metering by the end of 2012. Until 2015, the company is considering extending the project to 20% of their customers. The opera-
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tor indicates another benefit of this approach. Intelligent supply network will allow the calculation of the real value of deductions for interruptions in the supply
of electricity. As a result, customers will receive compensation for the interruption in the supply.
5. Enea operator, as pilot experiments in 2011, installed 1000 smart meters in
Poznań and Szczecin. Enea is another player waiting on the regulations. At present the development plan is under negotiation with the Regulatory Office,
which determines the size of investment in smart meters development program.
6. SMEPI – Smart Metering Poland, a project of Vedia, GridPocket and SGGW
applied for realization to National Centre for Research and Development
(NCBiR) in 2011, started in 2012.
4. SMEPI – a project of Vedia, GridPocket and SGGW
The idea of the SMEPI project is to create a “smart metering" hub. This kind
of hub will allow for data collecting and controlling other device. It will be
equipped in an internet interface and it will support two way communications: to
control the hub parameters and to send the collected metering information. This
kind of communication is a basic one for smart metering. The advantages of the
SMEPI in comparison to ordinary smart meters are as follow.
Firstly, it is the owner who manages information about the household. In traditional installation it is provider who decides about the volume of collected data
about the household. That can lead to some kind of abuse if, for instance, such data
are used to deduct about the live style. There are always voices that this is for the
benefit of user. In the SMEPI a user is the party who make the decision about what
data he wants to share and what is accuracy of the data. Also the user has the possibility to commercialize his data. This kind of information could be interesting not
only for providers of electricity, water, etc. but also, for instance, for marketing and
business advertising.
Secondly, another advantage of the SMEPI is the possibility of using relatively inexpensive metering equipment. The reason is that in the SEMPI the data from
meters are sent just to the hub on short distance since long distance communication
is implemented once between the hub and servers for all metering devices.
Thirdly, the encapsulation of metering devices gives the possibility of using
different metering devices, which have a communication interface supported by the
hub. This would enable to use devices from different providers, what should
strengthen competition and as a result should have impact on prices of meters.
Such approach would also enable the usage of meters with different communication interfaces, what is important in case of large buildings constructed with various materials, and implies the need of stronger communication interface. On the
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other hand, stronger communication interface results in bigger supply needs what
causes higher battery consumption (impact on the meters size) and shorter live
time.
The last thing is a possibility of using meter readers instead of replacing old
meters by new, what is much cheaper and is not without significance for the
customer. The hub will not only collect data, but also synchronize data from different sources and make some processing on data to convert raw data in useful information.

Figure 3. Conceptual scheme of SMEPI architecture.
Source: SMEPI application form

The conceptual scheme of SMEPI project, see Fig. 3, concerns more than just
only scientific research aimed at preparation of algorithms to detect and recognize
a household's activity. As the SMEPI is a research and development project it
should lead to a commercial solution. It means that there are also technological
challenges expressed with such questions as: What kind of the architectures should
be chosen? Which communication protocols to use? What data should be process
locally in the hub, and what data should be computed on an owner computer or on
a server? What kind of information should be stored? What about data privacy and
security issues?
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Implementation of smart metering solutions is associated with huge amount of
generated data, often sampled at very high frequency (hours, minutes and even
seconds). To make the most of information from smart meters it increasingly requires dealing with specific techniques appropriate for this type of data. Many parties involved in smart metering roll out are aware of the possible areas where they
would like to leverage information from usage. However, the real challenge lies in
how to convert data into valuable information and then further implement solutions
based on the results. Although, the theory of integrating and exploring logical and
statistical data relationships is not new, most utilities are still at an early stage of
the possible capabilities, primarily reporting aggregate data form the smart meters
they gather.
For instance, taking only energy consumption, the customers will benefit from
metering solutions through greater understanding of their own energy consumption,
allowing them to better manage costs of their usage. It would also allow them to
understand which energy plan may suit their consumption more effectively. Suppliers benefit by meeting energy demand, improving efficiencies in load management and smoothing out demand by offering customers more tailored tariff plans.
In general, everyone can benefit by better understanding and managing energy
demand. Additionally, a potential value added may be also achieved by forecasting
future demand to reduce the strain on the system during heavy usage periods.
In order to present a data analysis possibilities based on electricity data we
used a dataset with metering data being gathered for the purpose of SMEPI project
in one of the households in Warsaw, see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Data were collected in
September and October 2012.

Figure 4. Daily usage data in a household consisting of 3 people
over 30 day’s period
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Figure 5. Hourly usage data in a household consisting of 3 people
over one week period

Such data enables to perform e.g. appliance recognition [10], [11] and forecasting [8], [2].
The real time appliance recognition is a step towards reducing energy consumption and allowing a number of major applications including load-shifting
techniques, energy expenditure breakdown per appliance, detection of power
wastes and appliances faults, recognition of household members’ activity (customers’ safety), see Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Minute usage data with appliances recognized during one day
(from 7.00 till 24.00)

With the smart metering solutions the demand response programs will make
the grid more flexible and cost efficient. However, a future where customers can
directly participate in demand management needs some efforts for forecasting the
loads of individual customers, see Fig. 7. As a result, accurate forecasting will ena81

ble a provider to plan the resources in advance and to take control actions like
switching on/off demand response appliances and adjusting electricity tariffs.

Figure 7. Hourly usage data with 24 hours ahead forecast

5. Conclusions
Since the inception of advanced meters the suppliers of electricity, water and
gas have recognized the need for smart metering solutions. Smart meters seem to
be the highest innovative development of the last few years, and a tool to generate
a value added for all market parties including:
- metering companies to decrease meter reading costs;
- grid operators who want to modernize their grid;
- energy, gas and water suppliers who want to introduce new, customer
made services and reduce call centre and communication costs;
- governments to achieve energy saving and efficiency targets and to improve market liberalization processes;
- end users to increase energy awareness and benefit lower energy costs.
The knowledge systematized in this paper was to bring the reader closer to the
issue of smart metering idea, to show the benefits and indicate possible areas of
application based on the collected data. The future of smart metering solutions
seems to be bright as they are increasingly perceived as essential elements of more
environmental friendly energy systems.
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